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Conditions under u'hich Lazard's formula for modular dimension subgroups

is valid are investigated; for example, u'e shorv that it holds for groups w'ith tor-

sion free lower centra-l factors, a generalization of Lazard's result which states

this for the free group onl¡'. \,¡alidit,"- of this formula is connected to the problem

of understanding hou' Lie cornmutator lau's of an algebra influence the commuta-

tor larvs of its group of units. This connection is explored and some new results

on the problem of tra-nsfer of commutator larvs are obtained. In particulal, u'e

resoh'ed sorne questions of \¡.Shpilrain and of Sharma and Srivastava. Lazard's

formula is modified and it is shot'n that the new formula holds true in dimen-

sions less than 2p for finitel¡' generated metabelian groups. The result parallels

N.Gupta's solution of the integral dirnension subgroup problern for metabelian

odd p-groups. This identification puts the lt{oran-Sandling cou¡rter-examples to

Lazard's formula in a neu' perspective (it follorvs in particular that those are the

only possible counter-examples in the class of rnetabelian groups). Most of the

resiuts are obtained using the free group ring methods.
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The principal theme in this u'or-li is the application of free group ring methods
to problerns concerning modular dimension subgroups. These methods are most

effective w'hen applied to metabelian groups, cf. the solution of the integral
dimension subgroup problenr for metabelian odd p-groups. The results presented

here parallel the developrnent of the solution of the integral problem to some

extent. However, iu certain situations \\:e were ied outside of the realm of the

metabelian groups, and into questions related to Lie identities and their relation

to commutator identities in glouits. \

Chapter II provides tire basic notation and preliminary results u'hich we shall

quote elsen'here in the text; section 2.1 in particular provides a very brief sketch

of the resuits on dimension suìrgloups. Our intention u'as to list the theorems

we would later need, rather than offer a surve]¡ of the subject.

Chapter III is centered alound Lazard's formula for modular dimension sub-

groups. \\¡e give a ne\\' proof of Laza:'d's theorem for free groups, and generalize it
to shoq' that the formula is indeed valid for groups rvith torsion-free lorver central

factors. This leads to certain questions about the influence of the Lie identities

of an aJgebra. on the coml:rutator identities of its group of units. 'We answer,

in the negative, some questions of Sha.nna and Srivastava, namely whether unit
groups of Lie soiuble algeblas n:ust be soluble and w-hether the unit groups of

Lie centre-by-metabelian algebras must be centre-by-metabelian. 'We also show

that the centre-by-metabelian lau' does not transfer from algebras to their unit
groups even for Q-algebras - thus ansu'ering a question of Professor V.Shpilrain.

In the positive direction, horvever, u'e shorv that finitel¡' generated Lie soluble al-



gebras over fields of characteristic other than 2 have nilpotent-by-abelian unit

groups. We have also ansu'ered the question of whether algebras '"i'ith the law

((tt,. ..,r.),(yr,...,Ad)): 0 have nilpotent-by-abelian unit groups (we show

that this is the case for finitely generated algebras over fields). Also, we shorv

that polynilpotent larvs transfer to unit groups in the class of Q-algebras (this

has been announced by \r.Shpih'ain).

In Chapter IV x'e deal rvith dirnension subgroups modulo p", of dimension

at most p * 2; u'e give a ne\\' and more elementary proof of Moran's theorem.

The results from this chaptel gite a complete description of modular dimension

subgroups of dimension at most p * 2 for metabelian groups. It follows from

these results that the exarnples of lt'{oran and Sandling to shou' that Lazard's

formula can fail for the dimension p * 1 are the onl¡' possible such - in the class

of metabelian groups. \\¡e also discuss the fourth modular dimension subgroup

and how it relates to tire Rips counter-example.

Chapter \/ ìregins u'ith a r,ersion of Sjogren's lemnta adjusted to our needs;

then Prof. N.Gupta's solution of the integral dimension subgroup problem for

metabelian groups is altered to corlpute the commutator structure of modular

dimension subgroups of metabelian groups (odd prime porvers) of dimensions less

than 2p. Finall¡', a descliption of modular dimension subgroups of metabelian

groups for dimensions less than 2p and odd prime po\{'ers is given in the last

section.

In Chapter \¡I u,e indicate sorle of the intrinsic limitations of the methods

rve have used. and list several questions that seem worth exploring.
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$2"0. The notation

The notation we use throughout this thesis is mostly standard and consis-

tent rvith \{agnus, Iiarrass, Solitar [1976] and I(argapolov, Merzljakov [197g].
Hou'ever, for the sake of completeness, we shail list some of the frequently used

terms and s¡'¡1þ615.

If .S is a subset of G tlien (^9) denotes the subgroup generated by S; the

commutators are defined as [rr, Ltl: x-1A-1xA. In dealing rvith comp]ex com-

mutators,'"r'e shall assume ihat they are left-normed, i.e. [rr,...,r-+l] :
[[rt, . . . , r-], x^+tl. The commutator of tu'o subgroups is defined to be [f/, /f] :
([h.,tr] lhe H,fr e /f); in palticular, iet G' :lG,G], the commutator subgroup.

Inductively w-e define the nzth de::ived subgroup as ç@) - [G(""-t) ,,G@-t)1.

Let 71(G) : G and ^/^(G): [1*-r,G]; this is the nzth term of the lou'er central

series. G is said to be solul¡le of class ( nz if ç(m) - 1 for some rn; if this m, is

2, we call such groups metabelian. G is nilpotent of class < m if jm*r(G) : t.
Lel t, be the subgroup (e I for some m,t* e H).The general linear group

over a ring .R is denoted by GL"(R); its subgroup of unitriangular matrices is

denoted by UT"(R).

All rings and algebras u'ill be assurned to have an identity element (an

exception to this rvill occur $'hen, in Chapter III, we briefly talk of nil algebras

in the context of a question of A.E. Zalesskii); the group of units of the ring rt
rn'ill be denoted by U(Ã). If S C -R then (S) rvill denote the ideal generated by ^9

in .R. The Lie cornmuta,tors ale defined thus: (ø, A) : xA - Ar; u'e shall use the



ForagroupGand
defined thus:

left-normed convention here too, i.e. (rr,...¡tn*t) : ((rr ,. . . ,t*), r*+l). If
A and B are subsets of a ring, u'e let (A, B) be the additive subgroup generated
bytheelementsof theform(4,b)rvith ae A,be B. Thering of nxnmatrices
over -R is denoted by A,["(R) and its subset of zero-trace matricer by 

",(E). 
The

field of rationals is denoted by 8, and the finite prime fields by GF(p) or Zpi
the ring of integers modulo nz is denoted by Z^. The Jacobson radical of .R is

denoted by /(n). The augrnentation ideal A of the group ring ,RG is the ideal
generated by the elements of the fonn g - 1, for g e G.

Other notation will be iutroduced in the remainder of this chapter, u,hich is
divided in different sections each p::oviding definitions and preliminaries necessary

for the rest of the work.

$2.1. Dimension Subgroups

a riug .R the rzth dimènsion subgroup of G over .R is

D"(G,R): G n (1+ A')
u'here A is the augmentation ideal of the group ring .RG, i.e. the kernel of
the natural map RG -- ft rvhich collapses G to 1. These subgroups occur in
various contexts and periraps the most natural '¿'aJ' of motivating their study is

is through group representations. B¡' a representation over a ring .R v/e mean

a homomorphism p : G --+ Attt(AI) of G into the automorphism group of an

-R-module ily'. Dimension subgloups of G then correspond to the kernels of
certain special representations, rvhicir resemble representations by unitriangular
matrices. Specifically, suppose there is a sequence of submodules 0 : M. ç
'.. c Mo - rl4 such that p(G) a,cts tri'ially on each factor M¡ltrr[¡¡r (such a

representation is called n-stable); it is not difficult to see that ker p: D.(G,R).
In this way the study of dirnension subgroups is connected to the study of faithful
n-stable representations over -R.

Ho\t'et'er, the investigation of dimension subgroups seems to have been iniii-



ated by purely coml:inatorial considelations: one of the early results on dimension
subgroups stems from the follori'ing result of Magnus:

Tlreorem Z.L"o" (Magnus) Let F be the free group generated by rr,¡t2¡...
and let zllor,oz,. . .ll be the algebt'a. of formal power serjes. Then the mapping
induced by assigning r; -+ 1 + a; is an embedding.

In the algebra of formal por.\,er series, \Ã'e catrì look at the ideal A generated
by the elements d!,a2.... Then, considering the free group .t'a subgroup of the
group of units of the algebra, ]r n (1 + 

^") 
is a subgroup of -F, and the question

of identifying this subgroup in gloup-theoretic terms arises. Clearly, using the
identity

[t, g] : ,-'a-'(ra - ar)

repeatedl¡', it follorvs that tlie subgroup tr' n (i + A") contains 7,,(.F), the nth
term of the lorn'er central series of F. In fact, Magnus show'ed that the subgroup is

equal to the nth tern of the lou'el central series. He was fu¡ther able to conclude

the follou'ing sta.tement :

Theorenr z.t.L, (Itagnus) D,(F,Z): y(F).

The formula used above actuall¡' does not depend on the group or the ring
and it follou's that 7,(G) ç D"(G,E) for ali G and -R.

Theorem 2.L.2. ^r"(G) C DnG,R) for all G and R.

In the case .R : Z, there are no obvious elements of G, other than those

or 7"(G), that should belong to Dn(G,z).Magnus raised the follorving, b¡, nou,

t'ell-known, problern:

Problem. Is iú true tha.t D.(G, Z) : 7"(G) for all G?

This problem, the integral dimension subgroup problem, has induced much

research; most of the ri'ork rvas concerned with obtaining results in the positive



direction. It was solved in the negative by Rips [1972] u'iro gave an example of

a finite 2-group G such that Da(G,Z) * u@). This has later been extended

by Gupta [1990] u'ho constructed, for each n ) 5 a finite metabelian 2-group G,"

such that Dn(Gn, Z) * nG").
Aithough the problem has negative solution, we give a brief survey of the

results in this to illustrate the the development and complexity of the

subject, and also because u'e shall require man]' of those results later. We shall,

hou'ever, return to the stud¡' of groups v'ithout the dimension property in Chapter

IV.

The natural first case to consider is the case of dimension subgroups over

fields. In this situation the first lesult u'as obtained by Zassenhaus for free groups:

Theorerrr 2.L.3. (Za.ssenhaus fi9a01 Let F be free; then

D,(F,Zo): n -yi(F)e'

iP: )n

This has been genelalized b1'Lazard [1954], r'ho shos'ed that the identifica-

tion above is actually valid for all groups. \\¡e have:

Theorern 2.L.4. (Lazard [19õ1]) For any group G,

Dn(G,zò: IT T(G)P'
iPi )n

REMARI{. A related result (u'hich rve sirall not

[1e41].

The situation over the field of rationals

prove the follou'ing result in Cha.pter IV:

require) can be found in Jennings

is somewhat different. \ÃIe shall

Tlreoretn 2.L,5. (Jennings [1955]) For any group G, Dn(G,Q):

One important and immediate consequence of this theorem is

'Y.(G).



Corollary 2.L.6. (Hall-Jennings) Let G be a group :rith torsion-free lower cen-

tral factors; then Dn(G, Z) : y(G).

In the case of dimensioir subgroups over arbitrary rings, there are reduction
results which enable us to expless Dn(G,fi) in terms of Dn(G, zo) and, Dr(G, z)
for certain set of integers e and primes p; specifically:

Tlreorem 2.L.7. (Sandling [1972]) If characteristic of R is 0, then

Dn(G,Æ) : n {Tp(G I D^(G, Z)) . Dn(G, Zo.)}
P€.o(R)

where To denote.s tJre inverse image in G of the p-torsíon of the factor, o(R) :
{p I p is aprime andpnR pn*tBfor some n} and for p € "(R), p" is the
smallest porver of p for v'hich p" R : p"+1 R. If characteristic of .R js r > 0 úåen

D,(G,R) : P,(R,2,): f^ì,D" (G,Zo;t)

wherer : fl¿ p:' i, the printe fa.ctorization or'r.

This reduction allori's us to lestrict our attention to the rings of integers

modulo a prime po\\:er - t'hich u'e shall henceforth do ri'it,hout further notice.

One of the early results on dimension subgroups modulo a prime power is

Lazard's result u'hich generalizes 2.1.3.

Tlreorem 2.L.8. (Lazard [1951]) Let F be a, free group; then

7i(F)ptD"(F, Zr.) : m
ip1 -.*t)+ > n

where fr* : ma;r{fr, 0}.

In Chapter III rve shall give a proof and a generalizaiion of this theorem; let

us mention that if the formuia fi'orn 2.1.8 (rve shali cali it Lazard's formula) turned



out to be valid for arbitrary groups - the integral dimension subgroup would
have an affi.rmative solution. Horvever, if Lazard's formula is false, we cannot
conclude, in general, that integral dimension subgroup problem has negative
solution. Indeed, there are examples rvhich show that this formula is not valid
for arbitrary groups: this buries hopes to settle the integral dimension subgroup
problem via the moduiar reduction.

Theorem 2.L.9. (I\,[oran [19700 Let G be any group. Then

Dn(G,p") - Gr'.t,'(G) for n 1p.

Hotvever, if G : (r,a I tP'*' : !JP' : I, tP'-7 : l,rrgl) with e ) 1 and p > 2

then xp' t' I in G ancl rP" e Dp+t(G,Zo.) but Gp'*'G,p'.,¡p+t(G) : f .

Thus, Lazard's formula fol dimension subgroups modulo p' is valid for n 1 p
but fails al n : p + r. Adciitional examples to this effect were given by Sanriling

[1972]; unfortunately these examples do not give any idea on how to go about
constructing an example that ri'ould solve the integral problem in the negative.

Rather, they shorv that there is a simple property of modular dimension sub-

groups rvhich is not reflected in Lazard's formula. In a wa¡' this tells us that
u'e should adjust the formula and tr¡' ¿o see if the nerv subgroup is identical to
the dimension subgroup. Fulther', a quick look at the Moran-Sandling exam-

ples reveals that the groups are metabelia:r; thus it is natur-al to study modula¡
dimension subgroups of metal¡elian groups first.

In the integral case, \r'e have the follou'ing general result:

Tlreorem 2.L.Lo. (Gupta [1991]) Let p ] 2 be a prime, and let G be a frnitely
generated metabelian p-gt'oup. Then Dn(G, Z) : n(G) for aJI n.

Such behavior of dimension subgroups of metabelian groups is to some extent

reflected in the modular case: \\¡e shall show in Chapter V that for n 12p and

p odd, the modified Lazard's formula is valid for finitely generated metabelian

groups.

In general, the best kilon'n result is the follorving:



Theorem 2.L.LL. (Sjogren [1979]) D,(G,Z)ln(G) has exponent, dividing
å(1)("i')ô e)(;') . . .bþz - 2)(i,-Ð , where ó(k) : tcnz{7,2,. . .,k}.

Sjogren's techniques are intrinsically different from our approach, although

in Chapter V we do develop a minor part of the modular analogue of his ma-

chinery, as much of it as we need to.

So far we have only spolien of dimension subgroups themselves; there are

va¡ious applications of these results; some dealing with representations, some

with the po\ 7er structure of p-gloups, etc. \\¡e shall conclude this section by
quoting two theorems u'hich invoh'e applications of dimension subgroups.

Tlreoren 2.1,L2. (Scoppola and Shalev [19911 Let G be a p-group of c]ass c

(p odd), andlet k: flogo(#+)l . Thenfor alli, any product of p;+rtLpowers
jn G is a pith power.

Tlreorenr 2.1,L3. (\4rehr{ritz [198i]) Let G be a group, n apositive integer and

p a prime with p ) n. Tlte follov'ing are equivalent:

(u) l¡(G)oj : 1 for all ipi ) n.

(b) There is a dit,ision Zo-algebra D such that G embeds into the group of n x n
unitriangular matrices ot er D .

Further applications and lefelences can be found in Shalev [1].

92.2. Lie theory

Lie algebras and Lie-theoretic n:ethods will be used frequently throughout

this work; in this section \\re gil¡e the basic definitions and results; the general

reference most appropriate for our purposes is Bakhturin [1985].

Lel A be an associative algebra. Then under the Lie commutation Aforms a

Lie algebra denoted by á* . Let L be a Lie algebra. A universal enveloping algebra

of tr is an algebra [/ such that t]rere is a. universal homomorphism e : L --> (J*



i.e. if P i L'--+ A* is a homotlorphism then there is an algebra homomorphism
,þ , U --+ ,4. such that tþ* e : g. The universal property assures uniqueness of U
up to isomorphism; its existence needs to be proved.

Theorem 2.2.L" Let Liep(X) be the free Lie algebra (over a commutative ring
R) generated by the set X. The universal enveloping algebra of Liep(X) is tåe

free associative algeb.ra Ã[-X], on the generators X.

Any Lie algebra can be replesented in the f.orm LieB(x)lJ where,.I is an

ideai of Liep(X); by tlie theolem above, the universal homomorphism carries ,I
into a set of elements of the free a,ssociative algebra; we shall denote this set by

J too. Thus lve can loolt at the associative ideal generated by J in .R[X], and

look at the factor RIX]IQ).

Tlreorern 2.2.2. Let J be an ideal in LieB(X);ú.hen E[X] lQ) is the universal

enveloping algebra of Liep(X)lJ. \

This establishes the existence of the universal envelope. A very fundamental

result on universal euvelopes is the follos'ing theorem u'hich we shall apply on

ser-eral occasions:

Tlreorem 2.2.3. (Poincaré-Bjrlil:o:î-I4/it,t) Let L be a Lie algebra over a com-

mutative ring R and let e: L ---+ U be úåe universal enveloping map. If L is a

free R-module with ordered basjs B then e is injective and IJ is a free R-modu]e

w'ith basis consisting of 1 and the ordered monomiaJs

e(b1)e(b2). .'e(ö-) w'åere b, ) bz

Consider the Lie algebr-a associa,ted u'ith the free associative algebra; by

theorem 2.2.1 this is a f¡ee Lie algebra. There are, however, different bases for

this free Lie algebra. \\/e shall ¡:ot go ir:to the construction of a basis; rather, we

refer the reader to Bakhturir: [1985], u'here tu'o bases are explicitly given (the

SitËon ba,sis, and the Hall basis). Thus rve have the follo'*,ing instance of the

Poincaré-Birkhoff-\\'itt tJreorem. n'hich u'e shall use frequently:

10



Theorern 2.2.4" In n[-X] there is sequence of homogeneous Lie elements

Ct,Cz... with nondecreasing degrees in the free generatorc of RlXl, such that
(a) tlus sequence is a basis for the Lie elements of RIX);

(b) the products Ç:: e:: .e:: with r < l
together with the identitt, element form a linea.r basis for Ã[X].

We shall henceforth assume that the sequence from theorem 2.2.4 is the

sequence of Hali cornmutators. Cousidering these commutators as group com-

mutators in the free group on .X, 'rr'e get a sequence of group elements which

n'e shall call Hall's basic corlrlutators. They have the follorn'ing fundamental

property:

Tlreorern 2.2.5. (P.Hall) In a ftee group F there is a seguen ce of commutators

CtrCz,.. . of nondecreasing rr.'eigåús, suc.h that for ãÐ7: n and any element w of
F,

u, : CT, C", . .. Crlili,r"*,

where un*t € 7"+r(F) anc) z,n+t and the integers ej are uniquel¡, determined by

w.

The connexion bett'een Hall's basic group cornmutators and basic Lie ele-

ments is explored in detail in \4agnus, I(arrass, Soiitar [1976] and w'e refer the

reader to that monograph for a more coraplete account.

We norv turn t,o Lie algebras arising from groups.

Definition. A sequence {H,},>t of subgroups sucJr that H,a1 g Hn and

IH-,H^] C Hnr+n is callecl a Lazard serjes.

For example, the selies of lon'er central subgroups and the series of dimension

subgroups are Lazard series.

If {H"}r,>l is a Lazarcl series, tl:e factors HnlHr+t are abelian and we can

form the direct sum of abelian groups Ðn)l(H"lH"+t); on ihis set we define

1i



addition by

Ð*,r,*t + I unïn+t: L rnunHntt

and we define

(* n H n +r,'!/ m H m+t) : [, n, u *fH n+ *+t

and define the bracket operation for arbitrary elements by linearity. \\¡ith these

operations, the direct sum becomes a Lie algebra, the Lie algebra associated with
Lazard's series {H.} ">t.

Definition. The Lie algebra associat,ed in tJiis way with Lazard's series {H"}
wiII be denoted b¡' L({H "} " ¿ t ) . The Lie algebra associated w'ith the lower central
serjes of the group G .rill be denoted by L(G).

Conversel¡/, groups can be associated rn'ith certain Lie algebras. Let Lie(X)
be the free Lie aJgebla on the set X of free generators. We can look at it as a

subalgebra of the algebra of folrnal powel' series SttX]]; let Lz{X) denote the

completion of Lie(X), i.e. the Lie subalgebra of AItX]] consisting of power series

Ðo À; where each À¿ is an element of Lie(X). For c, A e Lie(X) u'e let r o y be

the unique element of 8[[-\]] rvhich satisfies the equation

e'eu : e'o9

rvhere e' : Ðr>o
n

nl

Theorem 2.2.6, (Balier-Hausdorff)

satisfies the identit¡' e'ea : €¡oe is a

be explicitly computed.

For x,g € Lie(X), the series r o y which

w'ell defrned element of Li&X), and can

\Ve are not interested in the formula itself (it can be found in Bakhturin

[1985]); of interest to us is the fact that this formula can be used to induce a

group operation on certain Lie algeblas.
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Theoretn 2.2.7 " Let A be a residually nilpotent Lie Q-algebra. Then the Baker-
Hausdorff formula defrnes a binary operation o on A, such that (,4, o) is a group.

This is not the onl¡' 6.." u'hen Baker-Hausdorff multiplication induces a

group operation on a Lie ring; a more general statement is given in Lazard

[1954], Théorème 4.2. The connexion between the trvo constructions was given
by Lazard [195a]; it turns out that under certain restrictions one can relate the
structure of the group L({H"} 

"16, 
o) to the structure of the group G in which the

series {Hn},>o lies. \4¡e refer to Lazatd [1954] for the details; for our purposes
we only need to mention the follou'ing special case of Lazard's result, which was

used by N{oran [1970]:

Tlreorern 2.2.8. (Lazard [1954]) Let G be ap-group of c]ass Jess than p. Then
(L(G),o) o c.

We have chosen to list these results in ordL¡ to indicate to the reader our
feeling that lvloran's theorelr: should have a proof that does not make use of such

fine tools as these. The Baker-Hausdorff formula seems to have some influence

on Sjogren's results as n'ellr horvever,, in our development of a small part of his

theory shall not require it at alÌ.

S2"3. Fbee Group R"ings

The central theme of this thesis t'ill be the application of the free group ring
to probiems related to modular dimension subgroups. The detailed account of
the methods, and of man¡' othel applications, is given in the monograph Gupta

[1987], and we refer the reader-to it for any further information required.

By the free group ring technique rve mean the following: let G be a group

given by its presentation G : FlR. Then there is a natural homomorphism

ZF'-+ ZG; the kef i¿.. is to establish combinatorial properties of the inverse

image in ZF of the object under consideration in G, for combinatorial tools
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are more pov/erful in ZF than in ZG,lhen map back into G and interpret the

information obtained. This s'oLks particularly well with the investigation of the

subgroups of G defined b5' means of ideals in ZG, or in our case Zo"G'

The notation we shall generally use is as follows: let G: FIR; then the

kernel of the natural ¡¡ap zF -, zG will be denoted by r. This ideal, the

relati'e augmentation ideal of .R is generated by the elements tLs - I with u €

R. This convention of denoting the relative augmentation ideal of a subgroup

by the same letter w'ill be valid throughout for all subgroups except for the

derived subgroups F(") of F $,hose relative augmentation ideals will be denoted

by a,.¿. For simplicit¡,, u,e shall rn,rite a for the relative augmentation ideal of the

commutator subgroup F'.

Thus, for example, the inveÌse image in z F of the nth modular dirnension

subgroup of G: FlRis

Fn(1 *r*f" +p"zF).

Here f is the augmentation ideal of ZF according to our convention' If, for

instance, we should $,ant to pl'o\re Lhal Lazarcl's formula is valid for G

u,ould have to establish the follorving relationin ZF:

Fn(1+r+¡"¡p"ZF)Ç m ^ri(F)p' R;

ip(j-c+1)+>¿

forthen,mappingZF-'ZG.teu'ouldgetthedesiredrelation

Dn(G, Zp") : m n(G)',' .

iPO - '+r)+ >n

The relative auglue'tation id.eals have the follorving fundamental property:
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Theoretn 2.3.L. Let R be a normal subgroup of the free group F, and let

{bt,br,...} b" the free generating set for R. Then r is a free ZF-module with

the free generators {bt - I,bz - 1,...} . In particuJa¡ f is afree ZF-module with

the basis {rr - 1,rz - 1, . . .}.

This result allorvs us to perform cancellations in certain situations, a tool

we shall use repeatedly.

Another notation we shall frequently use is this: for an ideal I of. ZF,let

D"(1,P") : rç' n (1 + /+ f" + P"f)'

Thus in particular the inverse image in Z F of tire nth modular dimension sub-

group rvill be denoted b7, D,r(r,p").
M¡e shall sometimes use the partial derivatives of element s ol Z F considered

as rational functions; these partial derivatives rvill be denoted by ôr., with the

understanding that ôt is the derivative rvith respecf to r¡.
Finally, let us mention a leduc.tion rve sirall often make; suppose w-l e r+I

and u'e w'ant to shou' that u e H R for some subgroup H of. F. Then for some

u € R we have w-7:11- 1 rnodulo f"+.f and hence wu-r -1 € fr*.1'. Thus if
r¡'e demonstrate tliat Fñ(1*fr*/) ç H R it will follorv that F ft(1+r+ I) ç H R.

This reduction from r to fr u'ill be of great importance in what follows.

Also, suppose ?¿, - 1 € I + p" ZF tçhere / Ç f; applying the augmentation

map, it follorvs that the constant terrn of p" Z F must be zero, so that actuall¡'

u-1 € I+p"f . This reduction rvilì be tacitl¡'made henceforth, at our convenience.

It q'ill generall¡'be assuined, u'hen deal-ing with dimension subgroups modulo

p' , thal the group G is a p-gloup given by the presentation G : Fl R of the form

G : (rt,...,tm l rÍ'€r-t,,...,r"#6ãt,€-+r,...,(r)

where €* 1
generated by }.- !, F'- 1, R- 1, and,5-l respectively, where,9: .t.'Ã. Note

that we can also asume, if rve need to, that the presentation is positive, i.e. there

are no appeararices of the invelses of the generators.
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We shall frequentl¡' use the results above u'ithout a special mention. lt{ore

specifi.c notation and results u'ill be developed in each section - when they are

needed.
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Cåaapter ïgä

T"aøardes F onme¡-låa ared R eåated ?'opics

$3.1" The free group: [,azardes Theorern

The group-theoretic description of modular dimension subgroups over fields,

due to Lazard, first appealed in the case of the free group (this is due to Zassen-

haus): see theorems 2.1.3 and 2.1.4. Thus, it would seemfeasible to expect that
if we obtain a description of the dimension subgroups modulo prime pou,ers of
the free group - it might turn out to be true for all groups. Especially appeal-

ing u'as the possibility to settle, in this r,r'a¡', the integrai dimension subgroup

conjecture (cf. discussion in Chapter II). In his thesis, Lazard [1954] generalized

the result of Zassenhaus; he identified the nth dimension subgroup modulo p" of
the free group .F as

n t,(F)''
ip(i -e+1)+>n

r rlu'here k+ : max{,(,0}. \4¡e shall denote this group by F,r,p", and refer to this
identification as Lazard's formula. In fact, for any group G let us define the

subgroup Gn,p" to be the image of Fn,r" r¡'here .F is free preimage of G: then it
is easy' to verify the follorving statement:

Theorem 3.1.0. Let G be any group. Then Gn,p" is contained in the nth
dimension subgroup modulo p".

Lazard's theorem asserts that equality holds if G is free. The proof of this

important resuÌt was obtained using, essentially, combinatorial arguments with

the rernark that some topological terminology made its rvay in; we believe that
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the free group ring approach yields a clearer proof of the theorem. Furthermore,

the methods we use to prove the statement are applicable, it turns out, in more

general situations, for instance - identification of modula¡ dimension subgroups

of groups whose lower central factors are torsion-free. The computations we

perform are most clearly visible in the case of the free group - thus we shall

first give a proof of Lazarð's theorem, and then adjust the argument for the proof

of the generalized result.

Theorem 3.1.1. (Lazard F9541) If F is a free group then nth dimensjon sub-

group mod p" equaJs Fn,p".

PROOF. Theorem 3.1.0 tells us that, for all groups, the subgroúp Gn,p. is con-

tained in the r¿th dimension subgroup modulrt p". Therefore it wili suffice to

demonstrate the other inclusion only. Suppose u; -I e f" +p"f . Let us w'rite

ur: flCnåjj *,he." C¿¡ are the Hail basic commutators in their order, indexed in

such a n'ay that C;¡ is of ri'eight i. Repeated application of the standald identities

uu - I: (u - lX, - 1)+ (z - 1) + (, - 1)

?,^_,:E(;,),"_1)'

yieids the follou'ing expansion of w - 1:

u,-1:Er (u';;") ('';;''){"n,,r, -1)¿' (c¿,,i" -1)'|':0

modulo f" + p"f lr'here the inner sum is being taken over the sequences (ir, j,),,

/. such that (1,1) < (ir,Jr) ( < (i,,j") in the lexicographic order and

ith * "'* ir|": k. if ith t "'-l irlr: Ã.', then modulo ¡À'+t ¿¡. product

(C;,,j, - 1)l'''' (C;,,j" - !)t"

is congruent to eli,¡r...C'o:,¡", rvhere e;,¡ are ihe Lie commutators which corre-

spond to the basic Hall seguence; since the ordered products of these are lin-

early independent b]' the combinatorial version of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-\\¡itt
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Theorem, looking at the given relation successively modulo gÀ+t 1 p.f f.or k :
1, . . ' ,n - 1 u'e conclude that the binomial coefficients which occur with different
products must be divisibie by p". Therefore, we ha.ve the following congruences:

(u';;") ('';:'') = o mod p"

for each k 1 n, and all sequences as described in the relation above. However,
if any of the integers l,(r > 1) is nonzero, then ûh 1 iJt 1... I i"l,: fr and
hence we would have obtained the divisibitity of (ò,f i') by p" when we dealt
rn'ith fr : itlt. Therefore such terms vanish moduio p" and we are left rvith the
relations

/ö' ,\
(;",l :omodP'

for each il : lt < n. Let b¡,¡ - ptdnt n'here m is prime to p. Without loss

of generalitl' *" can assume that i < ,; in this case a cannot be less than e

since that çould violate tlie conditions above u'ith / : 1. Hence a ) e and thus
(o - "+ 1)+ : a -e * 1 so that it suffices to s\ow that i?to > np"-r. Iriow- let

B be the largest integer rvith the property ip? < n and put / : p0; then as p"
di'ides (ll) i, follorvs that b;,¡ is di'isible by p0+" (cf. passman 

[1972], p.ag2).

On the other hand, ìr1'the definition of. p, ipÊ+" ) p"-trtand hence ipo ) p"-rrz.
Consequently, C!,',;i ç F,,p". This pro\¡es the theorem. B

Theorern 3.1.1 has an important consequence regarding arbitrary groups.

Traditionally the follorving result is proved in a somewhat sophisticated manner

- applying Dark's Theorem (see e.g. Passi [1979]).

Corollary 3.L.2. In any group G, {Gn,p"},">l is a Lazard serjes.

Remark. Note that in the ploof of Lazard's Theorem at one point \Ã'e use

an inductive argrunent of the form: 'looking at this relation successively modulo

fk+I+p"f for Ã; : 1,..., n-7'; this means that rve are in effect performing induc-

tion in gr(ZF) rather than in ZF ilself. This observation u'ill be of importance

in generalizing Lazard's result.
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53.2",& generalization

In our proof of Lazard's Theorem, a very prominent position belongs to the
iinear independence, in the graded úng gr(ZF), of the ordered products of basic

Lie commutators; actually, the other parts of the proof - such as the expansion

of w - 1 using the standard identities referred to above - do not depend on the
fact that the group is free. Thus, to be able to generalize Lazard's Theorem, we

require a variant of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-\\Iitt Theorem. Such a result has been

obtained: see Quiilen [196E], Sorue notation is required to state the theorem.

Recall, from section2.2, that rvith anl'Lazard series in a group,ñ¡e can associate

a Lie algebra; in particular', since rational dimension subgroups form a Lazard
series, the sum

L({D,.q}) :f W
? D"+t,q(G)

beconres a Lie algebra. Let Lq(G): L({D,,e}) ØQ.

Tlreoretn 3.2.L. (Quillen [1968]) For any group G, gr(QG) is ú]re universal

graded enveloping algebra. of the Lie algebra Lq(G).

SimilarlS', \1:e can associate a Lie algebra L(G): L(G,h"Ì) u'ith the lon'er

central series of the group G. Tlie follou'ing observation r¡'ill be of import in our

further considerations:

Theorem 3,2.2. Let G be a group :tith torsion-free lower central factors. Then

gr(QG) is the unjversal enveloping algebra of the Lie aJgebra L(G) Ø Q.

PROOF. By Corollary 2.1.6, D",q(G) : n(G); hence, the Lie algebras as-

sociated u'ith the trn'o series - the series of dimension subgroups and the lou'er

central series - are the same. Therefore, Lq(G) = L(G)øQ. Appl¡'ing Quillen's
theorem yields the required statement.

\Ve can now pro\¡e the generalization of. Lazard's theorem.
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Tlreorenr 3,2"3. Lazard's formula is vaJid for the groups with torsion-free lower

central factors. In other w'ords, if G is such a group, then

Dn,p"(G) : rI 1i(G)pj .

;P(i - ¿+r)+ >n

PROOF. Let G : F I R and let {to,¡}ß,¡>1 be the sequence of commutators in F
such that {z¡,¡R} ¡¿r is a basis ror y(G)17*+r(G). In the language of free group

rings, u'e must shorv that if w-1 € r+f" lp"f then t¿' e Fn,p.-R. Certainly to can

ber¡,rittenast : "nrl:i forsome u€R. Thus,assurning w-!€r+f" *p"f,
we have the equivalent relation

,'r:i -1 e r+f"+puf.

As in the proof of Theorern 3.2.7, repeated application of the standard identities

1Xr-1) +(z-i)+(r-1)uu-I:(u-

'r.r* - t: - 1),

¡,ields

,ä(;:),"

w - r: E I (u';;") ('';; ")e,,,i, - 1)¡, ..("n",i, - 1)r, :0

modulo f" + p"f w-here the inner- sum is being taken over the sequences (ir, jr),l,
such that (1,1) I (ir,fr) < ... < (i,,J")lexicographically and i1lr*.. .+i,ls - lc.

Looking at the given relation successively modulo 
"agk*t 

*p"f for k : I,...,n-I
we obtain a set of relations arnong the ordered monomials in the elements z;,¡ -t

(r;r,i., - 1)" (t;",i" - 1)''

in the graded ring QG o QFlr;
basic elements of the Lie algebra

observe that these are ordered monomials in

L(G) I I so that b¡' Theorem 3.2.2 and the
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Poincaré-Birkhoff-\{¡itt Tireorem, the coefficients which occur with different or-
dered products must be divisible bJ, p". Therefore, we have the follow-ing con-

gruences:

(u';;") ('';"") = o mod p"

for each k 1n, and all sequences as described in the relation above. The remain-
der of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 9.1.1. tr

corollary 3.2.4. Lazard's formula is valid for free polynilpotent groups.

$3.3. Related topics

In the preceding paragraph u'e have generalized Lazard's Theorem. Formally
speaking, the statement of our Theorem 3.2.3 implies Jennings' result as well
(Corollary 2.I.6); horvet'eL, this is not really true - as we ma,de use of Jennings'
Theorem at one point in the proof. This has |rompted us to attempt to find
a proof which makes no reference to this particular theorem and thus bypass

it completely (which q'ould be more satisfactory) or at least try to provide an

independent proof of the result (thus gaining the right to consider our proof
self-contained). As it turned out, we have been able to provide an independent
proof of Jennings'Theorem (see Corollar¡' 4.1.2); but in tr¡'¡r* to avoid referring
to it, wirile not achieving that did come across some related results rve

think are u'orth mentioning. It turns out that in certain situations validity of
Lazard's formula in a reiativel)'free group is implied by a property of commutator
identities which rl'e call tra.nsferability. This reduction provides an alternative
to the use of Jennings'Theorem. However, to describe the transferable lains

successfullY, w€ had to resort that very theorem again - which seems to point
out that this result is indeed in the very heart of our methods and should not be

a'n'oided.

Suppose a set X of outer group-commutators is given; the set of correspond-

ing Lie commutators is denoted by X'. Let fþ denote the relatively free group
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determined by the identities x: 1, and let Lie2' be the relativel¡' free Lie al-

gebra given by Ð' : 0. x is said to be torsion free if Lie2' is torsion free' If

F denotes the free group u,ith as nlany generators, then recall Lhaf gr(QFlIv)

contains Lie|, as a subalgebra, u,'here r¡, is the ideal or QF generated by the set

{o,(-,,. . . ,u*) | o, e Ð, ,wi € F}. Finally, u,e shall require the following result:

Tlreorern 3.3.1. (Iiuz'min and Shapiro [1987])

¿(Fr)88= Lie2'6Q'

In particular, if Liez' js tor"sjon ftee then ¿(¡b) ? Liee''

Because of this result, ancl the remalks above, \\'e can assert that 'L(F¡)ø8 i'

embedded in gr(Q\lf¡,). calt this ernl¡eddiDg B. Also, from Quillen's Theorem

(3.2.1.) 'v\re see that Iq(Fe) is enrbecldecl in gr(Qf¡)'Cail this embedding 7' If

a denotes the natural rnap flom tr(F¡) S I to Iç(F¡)' u'e have the follou'ing

diagram.

In the proof of the genelalization of Lazard's Theorem $'e have relied on

Jennings, result to ensure that tire rnapping c above is injective' Indeed' a looli

at the proof of Tireorem 3.2.2 ivill reveal that injectivity of this map u'ill suffice

to pu]l the argument through. Thus, to avoid the use of Jennings' Theorem rve

ought to iook for conditiorrs u,hich rvill make a one-to-one' one such condition

is the existence of a map ó rvhich would make the follorving diagram commute'

r(Fr)s8 -5 Lq(Fx)

føl''
sr(QF I Ie,) gr(QFz)

L(Fx) s8 -5 Lq(Fx)

fc I'
gr(QFlIe,) ¿- sr(}FÐ)
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For then, 6lo - B is injective and hence so is a. However, following the

definitions of the mappings a, 0,.y - the existence of such a ó is equivalent to

the following relation in QJ¡:

t-1Ç/¡,+A'foralln

where A is the augmentation ideal of QF. Conversely, if a is one-to-one then it
is actually an isomorphisrn, so that the diagram can be completed by setting ó

to be the extension of þo-t, using the universal property of 7. Thus we have

Observation. a is an jsornorpJrism itr Ð - 1 Ç /¡' + A" for all n.

This requirement q'ill certainly be fulfilled if X is such that if the algebra

satisfies the Lie identities l' : 0 then its group of units satisfies the iaq's Ð : 1.

We shall call such identities transfelable; and sets commutators which satisfy

the propoerty from the observation above will be ca-lled residually transferable.

Because of the observation made, it seemed rn'orth pursuing the problem of iden-

tifying the (residuall¡') transferable commutators.

Several results have been obtained along these lines:

Theorenr 3.3.2. (Gupta and Levin [1983]) If an algebra is Lie nilpotent then

its unit group is nilpotent (of at most the same class).

Theorern 3.3.3. (Smirnov [1988]) Let A be an algebra oveÍ a freld of character-

istic 2, the freld having nTore than two e/ernents. If A is Lie centre-by-metabelian

and satisfr.es 14 :0 tåen its circle group is centre-by-metabelian.

Theorem 3.3.4. (Sharma and ,S¡'¡vzstava [1]) If an algebra is Lie metabelian

then its group of units is metabelian.

PROOF. Lel u:[x,A] and u: [z,u]; since [z,u] - i :?.1,-tu-l(r,u), it suffices

to show that (u, u) is in the ideal generated by the Lie commutators ((o, ó), (., d)).

By the standard expansion (a,bc) : b(a,c) + (ø' å)c we have

(u,r-ta-'þ,y)): r-1 a-\(r,(", y)) + ¿-1 (u,a-'X", y) * (r, ,-')y-t (*,v).



Therefore by the identity a-'(r,a) : -(r,a-t)u it follorvs that the left-hand

side is equal to

,-' y-t (u, (r,g)) - r-t (u,y-t)(a, r) - (u, r'r)(r, a-\y

so that v/e ca.ri apply the identity

(u,, t-t )@, a) : (r-t a, r,, u) - x-l (y, r, u)

to express (u,r-'A-'(r,ù) as a combination of elements of the form ((ø, b),u);
then the procedure can be repeated to yield the required result. tr

RE\{ARii. This proof is due to Professor Narain Gupta. A similar proof has

been found independentl¡' b¡' I(rasil'nihov [1].

We norv aim to desclibe the identities which are transferable in all finitelv
generated Q-algebras.

Tlreorenr 3.3.5. A commutator iclentity o is residually transferable in all Q-

algebras if and only if L(F")is torsjon ft'ee; thatis, if and only if the lower central

factors of Fo are torsion free.

PROOF. By Jennings'theorern (2.1.5.) we have Dn(F",,Q): ñF"j so that
a in effect maps r.y,(F") -. "1fr.Qi) nhence it follows that it is injective iff
the loq'er central factors are torsion free. Thus a is an isomorphism iff L(F")
is torsion free. On the other hand, by the observation above, this is the case

precisely rn'hen o - 7 e Io, + A" for all n. tr

Thus, \,ve see hot'problems of transfer of identities and r,'alidity of Lazard's

formula are linked via Jennings' theorem (2.1.5.) and the property of having

torsion free lower ceirtral factors. It t'ould be nice if the centre-by-metabelian larv

would transfer in Q-algebras: for then, Lazard's formula would be valid for the

free centre-by-metabelian group which would generalize the result of C.I{.Gupta
and Levin [1986]. However, this law does not transfer (not even resudually) since

it is well knorn'n that certain lower central factors of the free centre-by-metabelian

group are not torsion free (see C.Ii.Gupta [1973]).
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Corollary 3.3.6. Polynilpotent commuta,tors transfer in all Q-algebras. The

centre-b5,-metabelian identit¡, is not residually transferable in Q-algebras; in par-

ticula,r, there ex.r'sús a, Lie centre-by-metabelian Q-algebra whose group of units
is noú centre-by -met abelia,n.

PRooF. \4¡e onl]' have to prove tl:e first statement. By 3.3.5 and the well-

known results rvhich state that the free polynilpotent groups have torsion free

lower central factors, an¡' poil'nilpoteni cor:rmutator will transfer residually. Let
ø be the poly¡iltrotettc¡' lanv undel consideration. Then o - 7 belongs to the

intersection fìÊr(Io, I A") u'hich is a homon:orphic image of OprA' Ç QFo,
because according to our cliscussion above QFII"'is a homomorphic image of

QF"; since the intesection of porvers of the augmentation ideal of. QF" is zero

(l¡" being free pol,r'niipoteni group) it follorvs tha.t ø transfers in Q-algebras. tr

REMARI(. Professor V.Sirpih'ain has communicated to me that he has announced

the first of these sta,tements at a conference in USSR; he has asked (personal com-

munication) in this coutext rvhether the centre-by-metabelian law is transferable

in Q-algebras. Sharma and Slivastava [1] have asked if furthermore the centre-

by-metabelian lau' tra.nsfels in all algebras. Corollary 3.3.6 already ansrvers the

first of these in the nega,tir.e, l¡ut we shall also give counter-exarnples in positive

characteristic, for other reasous.

The propert¡; 61 being transferable can be relaxed a little. For instance, in
the article Sharma and Srivasta¡,a [1], the folloü'ing question uras raised:

(1) Is the unit group of a Lie soluble algebra soluble (perhaps of large class)?

!\ie shall see in s'hat follot's that the ansu'er to this question is in the neg-

ative, although it admits an affirmative ansrver under certain restrictions. The

foliowing simple exampie demonstlates, incidentalllr, just ho',r'far from solubility

can the unit groups of Lie soluble algeìrras be.

Tlreorenr 3.3.7. TJre unit gïoLtp of a Lie cent,re-by-meta.belian algebra may

cont ain free subgt-orips.



PROOF. Let K : GF(2)(I,A). Then by Lemma 3.3.14 below, the ring of 2 x
2 matrices over 1í is Lie centre-by-metabelian; \Me shall demonstrate that the

subgroup of GL2(I{) generated by the matrices

" 
: (', ,!') 'u: (í ,9,)

is freely generated by them. Let a*rbnt ...a*,bn, be a word in a,, b, for some

r ) 7. Elementary matrix computations establish the following identities:

" 
: (r; e[9:) ,,- : (r(ir, ,!*)

rvhere p(n) is a Laurent polynornial in y, of degree preciselS' lrl - 1, given by

p(tz) : y7 ¡ I Olnl-t-zrc + y-(lnl-t-zt'¡ .

zk<lnl

Observe fhat p(n) f 0 unless n : 0. We have

anlt* : ( ,"*^ -l p(r't')p(tn)r2 a

\ a-"P(m)'

and in general the entry (1,1) of the matrix o.mtbnt

p(nt)p(mt)."p(,",)p(.tn,)r2'* { terms of lorver degree in e}.

Thus if such a word equals an or ó', the coefficient with z2' must be zero, that
is p(n1)p(nrt)..-p(",)p(rn.) - 0 and hence p(n¿): 0 or p(m¡): 0 for some i,
n'hich is only possible if n¡ - 0 or rrz¡ : 0. Thus we conclude that

(a,b):(ø) +(ó).

Since (a) and (b) are infinite cyclic, by the formulas f.or an and ó' above, the

proof is complete. 0

REMARK. After having proved ihat the two matrices above generate a free

group, we have found out that this had already been done by Platonov [1967].

--p(")r \
a-n-* )
. . .a*' öt" has the form
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Also, it may be that the result \\¡e prove, that GL2(GF(2)(x,g)) contains free
subgroups, could hav-e been obtained using Tits' Alternative; however, we have

preferred to have an elementary proof.

In a discussion with Professor A.E. Zalesskii, he has suggested that it would
be of importance to determine whether the relation

ll",Ul,[r, u],,u] - 1 € IK,,y),(",u),,;¡ * Ln

holds for all ?? over finite fields of characteristic 2. We shall next present an

example which shos's that this need not be the case.

Example 3.3.8. LeL I{ - Z2[[r,A,z]] and let A : (r,y,z), the fundamental
ideal of 11. IJnder the operation of Lie commutation 1( becomes a Lie algebra
1í*; elements of the Lie subalgebra of .i'í* generated by {r, g, z} are cal}ed special

Lie elements of K. By a speciai Lie element of weight ?? v/e mean a special Lie
element which is homogelr.eous of degree ,, in ri. Let L,(K) be the ideal of /l
generated by the special Lie elernents of weight at least n.

The example is the algebra R: Kf J whe,-e -I is the ideal of .i'í generated by:

(i) a' + a4(/() n a7 + aa3(Ií)as(/r¡;
(ii) ((/í, K),(K,1i), 1{).

ClearlS' (because of the generators of type (ii)) Ã is Lie centre-by-metabelian; \Me

slrall prove that tl(R) is not centre-by-metabelian.

We want to shorv that [[ø, U),1*,2),*] l1in.R. (Here w: I*u for w e {r,U,z}.
Note that Í,A,2 are in U(R).) The central place in proving that statement is
occupied by the follou'ing Ler¡rna,s:

Lemnra 1. ll¡,a1,[¡,2],u]-1 € J if andonly if (y,r),(",r,x) and(z,r)2(y,r,,r)
are in J.

Lemtna 2. Let 0 be the endomorphism of K given bJ, ,t : r, A0 - A, z0 : y.

Then (A,r)'(A,,x,,r) / Jo.



Assuming rn'e have proved the lemmas, the argument is as follorvs: suppose

l[Ì,A],1*,2l,rl - 7 € J. Then, by Lemma I, (A,r)'(r,x,r) €.../ and therefore

(U , *)'(a , x, r) is in J0 . Horvever, this contradicts Lemma 2. This establishes the

result: l[n,y],1",21, rl - I ø J.

We now proceed to prove the lemmas.

PROOF OF LElt4N4A 1. Let u : ll¡,al,lr,zl]; fu,"1- I - u-tx-7(u,*) so that

lu, rl - 1 : (r-t - 1)r-t @, r) + s-1 @, *) : r-7 (u, *)

since the first summand is zero modulo 48. Therefore lu,*)-l € J 1tr (u,r) € J.

Let u:lr,y),u:l*,Zl; then u: [u,u] and using the identity

(rs,l):r(s,f)*(r,i)s

we obtain that (u, r) : (u-lw-t (r, w),,ù equals

(*)

(u-1 *-t - 1Xr, w, r) I (r,-, r) + (u-r w-1, z)(u, to).

The third summand is in A7 so that rnodulo A8 it takes the form o((*,A),@, r)),
and hence is in "I. Similarly, the first summand is in 47, so that modulo A8

it becomes a multiple of ((r, A),(a,,t),r) and thus belongs fo J. The second

summand, upon further expansion of. urut, and using a-r : I * a + a2 +' . ., i.
congruent modulo A8 to:

(@ , a), (x , z), x)l

+ \ {*nç*,a),ri (*, z), r) * | {*nç*,a), ri (r, z),r)t
à+j:t i*j=1

+ Ð @o(r,u),ri (r, z),e -f Ð (ro(', a), ri (r, z),,r)*
i+ j=t i* j=I

*(xy(r,,y), (r, t), x) * ((r, y), xz(r, r), x).
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A typical element in the first three lines of this sum would be (x¿ (r, A), "i 
(r , z)., r);

since xi(x,y): (ai+t,a)-(*n,,ar) bv (o) u,e see that these elements are actualiy
in ((Ií, K),(K,/f),If). Therefore

(u,r) : (rA(r,A),(r, "),*) + ((r, y),rz(r, z),n) mod J.

Finally, repeatedly applying (*), we obtain

(ra(r,y), (r, r), *) : (xA((r, U), (r, ")), r) i ((r, z, ry)(x,A), r)

= (", z,ry)(x,A,,x) * (x,z,xy,*)(",y)
: (r(r,z,y),x)(x,g) + ((r, z,r)U,r)@,A)

= (a, r)2 (2, r, r)

modulo ,,I. Similarly, ((r,y),rz(x,t),x): (",r)'(a,r,r).Thus, we have proved

tlrat [[r, A),lr,z),r] - 7 € J if and only if
(y, r)' (,, x, æ) * (", r)" (y, t, r) e J .

Each monomiai has its frequency pattern (the triple (i,j,k) telling that
u occurs i times, y occurs j times and z occurs ,t times in that monomial);

and to each triple there is an additive rnap of /i which leaves monomials of

that frequency pattern invariant and annihilates all other monomials. Since .I is
invariant under these frequency rrraps, and the two summands of (y , t)'(, , x, r) +
(r,*)'(A,ø, r) have different frequency patterns, it foilow's ihat
(a,r)'(",r,r)*(",r)'(a,x,r) e. J iff (y,r)'(",ø,2) and (t,r)'(u,r,x) arein J.

This completes the proof of Lemrna 1.

For the proof of Lemma 2 u'e shall need the following:

Lenrnra g. K((K,I{),(|i,1(), /L)/ínA7 g ((At, A), Ar, A)+((A2 ,Lr),Ar, A)
+((At, A), (A', A), A) * A¿ n A7 + AA¡A3 + 48. Furthermore, each of
((AAr,A),Ar,A), ((Ar,Lr),Az,A), ((Lr,A),(Ar,A),4) is contained in the

ideal L,q n A7 + AA¡Ag.
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PROOF. Clearly, modulo A¿nA7+A,8, -K1¡K, I{),(K,I{), K)KaAz is congruent

to
((ar, a), ar, 

^, 
a) + a((a2, a), ar, 

^)+
+ ((a', a), ar, A) + ((A,, A), (Ar, A), A)+

+ ((At , L'),A2, A) + ((At, A), A2, A).

Consider ((A',4),Ar,A,A); we have, using (*),

((ar, a), ar, a, a) c (aa2, az, a, A) + (aza, a2, 
^, ^)q (444, A, A) + (4342, A, A)+

+ (^14, A, A) + (4243, A, A);

Another application of (*) shor¡'s that every summand is in Aa n 47.
In a similar,¡/ay we have by (*):

a((4,, a), ar, a) g a(aa2, az, a) + a(a2a, az, a)

ç a(4a4, a) + a(a3a2, a)+

+ a(44a, a) + a(a2a3, a).

Expanding one more time r,ve see that each of the summands is contained in the

ideal A¿ n A7 + AAsA3. Furthermore, ((A,2, A),A,3, A)
C ((A', A), (A', A), A). Hence modulo A4 n A7 + AA3AB + 48,
I(((K,Ii),,(K,Ii),Ii)Ii) n A7 is contained in

((a', a), ar, a) + ((ar, ar), ar, a) + ((ar,a), (ar, a), a).

The second statement of the lemma follows in much the same way.

PROOF OF LBMMA 2. Suppose (y, *)2(y,,r,x) € Je.By Lemma B, J0 is con-

tained in Aa n A7 + AAsA¡ + A8 + ((At,A),Ar,A), + ((Ar, Lr),Lr,A), +
((A',4), (A',A,), A)'. Hence, modulo A4 n A7 + AA3^s * At, (y,*)r(y,r, ø) is

a linear combination of elements from ((A,3, A), Az, A)', ((4,, A,),42, A)d and

((A', A), (A', A), A)'. Furtherrnore, we may assume that the summands in this
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linear combination are all of the frequency pattern (4,3,0). \4¡e sha1l show that
such elements are actually in AanAT+aAsA3. Let us look at ((abc,d),(",f),,g)
€ ((A',4),Ar,A)d and assume that its frequency patter' is (4,8,0). Modulo
A* n A7 + AA3A3, ((abc,d),(",f),g): ((a"b"c",d),(",f),g) for all permuta-

tions r of the set {ø, ö, c}-by Lemma 3; hence we only have four possibilities:

((A'r,*),(r,a),x), (@'A,r),(x,y),a), ((r'a,,a),(r,a),x) and ((r3, A),(r,a),ù.
Modulo A¿ f-l A7 + AA3A3,

(@'a , *), (r, v), ù : ((r' (a , r),, (*, a)), a)

= ((r,a,x2)(r,a),a)
: (r(*,A,r)(x,a),a) * ((r, y,x)r(x,A),A)
: 2(r,A)@,A)(*,U,r) : 0.

Similar calculations will prove that the other elements are in A4 n A7 f AA3A3,
too. Consider ((aó, cd),(e, f),g) € ((A', L'),Ar, A)P, having frequency pattern
(4,3,0); modulo A4nA7+AA3A3, and using Lemma 3, the nontrivial choices are

((*t,y2),(*,y),r) and ((*2,rll),(*,y),y). Repeated application of (x) will show

that each of these is in Aa n A7 + AAsAs. Finally, let us look at a generator

((ab,c),(d",f),g) of ((L2,4),(Â,,A,),4)r. N,{odulo A4 nA7+AA3A3, \Me may

assume that ø precedes y in the expressions øó and de (by Lemma 3); hence,

the generator is congruent to one of: ((r',A),(rA,A),*), ((*2,A),(*A,r),A),
(@', A), (xy, x), r), ((*A, a), (xy, x), x), (þA, ù, (a', r), *). (Using, of course,

that the frequency pattern is (4,3,0).) Expanding these bV (*) will show that
each of them is zero modulo A4 n A7 + AABA3. For exarnple,

(@y, a), (r?J, r), r) : ((a, r)u, x(a, *), r)
: ((y,r)(a,r(y,*)),") + (((y, r),r(y,*))a,")

= (@,r)3, r) -t (@, x, æ)(y, *)y, x)

= 3(a, r)' (u, x, x) I (y, *)" (y, r, r) - 0.

Therefore, \¡/e are forced to conclude that modulo At, (y, *)'(A,r,ø) is a linea¡

combination of elements from Aa tl A7 and AABA3. But this yields a nontrivial
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relation between the basic products of degree 7-which is impossible (Theorem

2.2.4). Lemma 2 is thus proved.

Thus we have the follorving result, which is related to a problem of A.E.

Zalesskii; by ihe circle group of an algebra we mean the group given by the

operation roA - ry*x*y. Zalesskii has askedif anil Lie centre-by-metabelian

algebra over GF(2) has soluble circle group (and in particular is it centre-by-

metabelian). Our example is relevant, for if A is the algebra in question and G
its circle group, then if B is the algebra a,rising from A by adjoining a formal
identity of characteristic 2 - we have that G is naturally isomorphic to the

group I+ A Ç B under multiplication. In our example v/e can take L: LIJ
and B : Ã, obtaining the following (cf. 3.3.3):

Tlreorerrr 3.3.9. The unit group of a Lie centre-by-metabelian Lie nilpotent

algebra need not be centre-by-metabelian. The circle gîoup of a nilpotent (of
exponent 8) Lie centre-b¡,-metabelian algebra over GF(2) need not be cent,er-by-

metabelian.

\\¡e shall return to Zalesskii's problem later.

Note that our counter-example for question (1) may be assumed to be a
finitely generated algebra over a field. Hence it is significant to restrict our

attention this special case. It turns out that characteristic 2 is exceptional here:

for we have the following result which provides a complement to our answer to
question (1).

Tlreorern 3.3.10. The unit group of a frnitely generated Lie soluble algebra

over a freld of characteristic other than 2 is nilpotent-by-abel:an.

To prove this statement r¡'e shali require several auxiliary results.

Tlreorenr 3.3.11. If A is a semipñmitive aJgebra with a multilinear identity,

then A has the same multilinear identities as a product of matrix algebras over

frelds.



PROOF. This statement can be extracted from Rou'en [1980], the argument

being as follou's: a semiprirnitive algeì:ra has the same multilinear identities as a

product of closed primitive algebras (Rou'en [1980, t.6.a]); but a closed prirnitive

P.I. algebra is isornorphic to a matrix algebra over a field (Ron'en [1980, 1.5.i3]).

tr

Tlreorern 3.3.I2. (Braun [1954]) If A is a {initel¡, genera.ted P.I. algebra oveï a,

freld, then its Jacobson radical is nilpotent.

Lenrrrra 3.3.13. (cf. Sehgal [1978] \1.2.1) Let R be a commutative algebra oter

a freld of characteristic p. Tlten (T-(R), A,["(R)) : T"(R) and, unless,rT : p -- 2,

we a,lso hat,e (7"(R),7;(e)) : T"(R).

Lenrnra 3.3.14. Let R be a commutatite algebra. over a fre\d of characteristic

p ancl let n ) L A["(R) is Lie so]ub]e if and on\, if rL: p:2, in whic]t case it
is Lie centre-bS,-metabelian. \

\\re shall omit the ploof of Lemma 3.3.13 as the proof of Lemma \r.2.2 in Se-

hgal [1978] actuall"v establishes our statement, althougir Sehgal did not state it
expiicitl¡'.

PROOF OF 3.3.10. By Lernma 3.3.11, AIJ(A) has the same rnuitilinear las's

as fl¡e¡ I,I,,,(F¿), a product of matlix algeblas over fields (of characteristic other'

than 2). Thus each A[n,(f,) i. Lie soluble. By Lemma 3.3.14, this can on15'

take place if. n¿ - 1 (for all i), since the characteristic is not 2. It follorvs that

each Àt[,,,(f,) i. cornrnutative, and hence AIJ(A) is commutatirre, too; therefore

(-4,.4) ç J(A) Since lr,Vl-7: r-t7-'(r,y), rr'e have U(A)' - 1 ç /(,a). By

repeated use of these relations it follot's rvithout difficulty that

u(u(A)')-1c J(A)o

Hot'ever, the Jacobson radical of a finitely genera,ted P.I. algebra over a fieId

nilpotent b)' Lemma 3.3.12, and thereforc 7¡(J(A)') : 1 for some k. This

u'hat ri'e t'anted to prove.

TS
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RE\4ARIi. The pr-oof relies, vet'y suì:stantiall1', on the idea of looking at the

quotient of the algebra by its Jacobson radical and then using 3.3.i1; I tha.nk

Professor S.A. Arniisur for mentioning this approach in a discussion at the tlni-
versity of \4/art'icli.

The same method can be used to obtain the folloiving resuit.

Tlreorern 3.3.15. Let A be afrnitely generated algebra oveï afreld. If A obe¡,g

the law (("t,'..,r.) ,(yt,..',a,i)) : 0 tlien its group of units is nilpotent-!ry-
abelian.

PROOF. Since,4 is afinitel¡' generated P.I. algebla, it follorn's by Lernma 3.3.11

fhal AIJ(á) the same n:ultilinear larvs as a product lIorrA[,,(4) of ma,trix

algeì:r'as over fields. Hence, each A,In,(4) satisfies the identity

((rr,' . . ,r.),(ar,. .. , g¿)) : o;

hotvet'eL, it is eas¡' to see (using Lemma 3.3.13) that matrix algebras clo not obe¡'

tlrat identit;,'unless in fact the matlices a,re 1 x 1. Therefor-e n¿: ! for all i,
so tlre algebras A,I,-,,(F¿) are comrl-r.utative, and hence it follou's thal AIJ(A) is

conrnrtrtative. too. Tirus (A,A) C J(A) The remainder of the proof is the sarLe

as in Theolem 3.3.10.

Blauu's theorern can Jre applied to obtain a result legarcling the Zalessliii

problern; it shorvs that in the finitel¡' generated case Zalessliii's cluestion has a

surprising alls\r;er.

Tlreoretrr 3.3.16. Let A be a frnitely genera.ted nil algebra, ot,er a freld. If A
saúisfies a Lie identitl,, then it is nilpotent and hence its circle groüp is nilpotent.

PROOF. Let B be the algeìrra obtained from A b¡' ¡ottrrutty adjoir:ing the identity

element of the appropliate charactelistic. Then B is a finitel5, genera,ted a,lgebra

o\¡e1' a field and it satisfies the sa,me Lie iclentities as A. A is nil, so it rnust be

contained in the Jacobson radical "I(B) rvhich is nilpotent ì:y Braun's Theor-em.
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Hence, the unit group of B is nilpotent and so is its subgroup 1 *,4, rvhich is

isomolphic to the circle group of á.
The method of factoring out the Jacobson radical and then studSring ¿hs

matrix identities r'vas used in a similar context b¡r $¡o1"r, to obtain the follot'ing

result:

Theorerl 3.3.17. (Sltalev [2]) If A is a frnitel¡, genet-a,ted a,ssociative m-Engel

algebra oveta, freld of positit,e cltara.cterist,ic,'then A is Lie nilpotent. Conse-

quently, tlte unit group of an a,ssociative nz-Engel algebra over a freld of positive

chara,cteristic is locally nilpotent and n-Engel for some n.

The situation for Engel algebras over: a field of cha,racterisíic zero is diffelent

due to the remar'liable result of Zel'manor':

Tlreorern 3.3.18. (Ze|'n'tanov [1988]) If a Lie algebra over a frelcl of character-

istic zero saóisr9es the n-EngeL condition, it is nilpotent.

This has an immediate colollart':

Tlreorern 3.3.19. If an algebra over a {ield of characteristic zero is n-Engel,

then its unit group is nilpotent.

Regarding Shaler"s result, let us mention that it provides a partial alÌsurer', in

the affirmative, to the follou'ing open problem: is e\¡erJ¡ rz-Engel Lie algebra o\¡er

a field of charactelistic p localiy irilpotent? Kostlikin's theolem asserts that this

is incleed true if n 1 p, and it rvas improved by Braun .19741 to n :p * 1. But

such considerations take us into the leahn of the lestricted Burnside proìrlem,

which is beyond the scope of this work.
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Cåaapt,ew ãV

Smaall Vlod¡.råan Ðårmexasion
Subgroåå$)s of Vletaheliaaa Groups

$4"1. Moranes Theorem

Moran [1970] has demonstrated fltat Lazard's formula for modula¡ dimension

subgroups rrrod p" holds for dirnensions up to 7t: Dn(G,p") : Gn,p" : Çn" ¡n(G)
for n ( p. In this section, we shall demonstrate the theorem with the aid of free

Sroup ring techniques; we had promised to do so in the preceding chapter with
the goal of using it to provide an independent proof of Jennings' Theorem, but
we also believe that the proof u/e present is more natural and elementary than
the original one. For example, Moran's proof allows for Lazard's result which
asserts the isomorphism of a finite /r-group and its associated Lie ring under the
Baker-Hausdorf multiplication (Theorem 2.2.8).

We shall assume that the group G is a p-group given by the presentation

G : FIR of the form

G : (rr ¡... ¡t¡n I "í'€it,...,f#€-t,(-+r,...,(r)
where e* 1
generated bJ' -F- 7, F' -1, R-1, and S- 1 respectively, rvhere S : F' R. In the

language of free group rings, the statement of the theorem assumes the form:

Tlreorenr 4.L.L. (ArIonn [1970]) If n1p, FO(1 +r+f" + p"f): pn'6(F)R.

PROOF. It is eas¡' to verifS' that Fp" ^t"(F)Rg F n (1 + r + f" +p"f); hence it
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will suffi.ce to prove that Fn(1 + y+fn +p"f) Ç Fn"1n(F)Ã. Suppose u - 1€
r+f"tp'f; write u:xl"'..*b,Å*nc!;t where C;¡ arcHall's commutators of

weight i > 2 (Theorem 2.2.+). Since r q s we certainly have w-L € s*f'*p"f; on

applying the endomorphism r j ---+ ,ltt *"obtain the relation r!', -1 € s*f' *p"f
whence it follows that, for some integers o¿, r1,, -l - *I,u,-! modulo fs+f"+p"f
or, equivalently, sb.';-o;"i - 1 € fs I ft i p"f . Expanding, we obtain

n-7t
È:1

(u" - o¿";\,
k )tu -1)o€fsafn+p't.

The ideal f is a free ZP-module on the generators rj -7, j :1...ffi, so we

carr cancel *¿ - 1 in the relation above and see that p" divides b¡ - a¿e¿ i.e.

b1¿ e e¿Z * p" Z. Therefore, because the presentation of the group is such that
,I' : (¿ *" have that ur is a comrnutator modulo Fp" R; i.e. rve can assume that
l)1¿ aredivisible by p'. Since Fp' - 1 ç f- * p"f for n( p we may assume that
w : TIt >z Clji ana w - r € r * fn + p"f . This is the initial step of the induction.

Consider nou' the relation

r+fË *p'f

for k < n; modulo fÈ+l + p"f this translates into

l{c'l'-1€
i>È

Ð o,(';'€ ¿ - 7)b¿ e fk + p"f

Ð"n(ri'€; - 7)b¡ = Ð a¡e¿(r¿ - 7)bo mod (ft+t + p"f)

Ðóo¡(or - Ð o¿@i,(¿ - 1)b¿:0
j

where (t¡ is the Lie commutator

particular, it follou's that

z

which corresponds to C¡¡, and ø¿ ,,b; e ZF. In

so that
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and consequently modulo fk+l + p"f

Ðb*¡er¡ = t a¿e¡(x¡- l)bo
a

_\-n¿ / YSÇ?"ttS
s

where þ" e Z and zr" are ordered products of degree fr in the basic Lie commu-

tators (. Therefore, by the independence of such ordered products (see Theorem
2.2.4),, it follorvs that ó¡¡ : ei€i mod p" for some i such that ø; occurs in the
commutator Cp¡. However, modulo 7r+r(.t.)R we have

CÍ} : [...t0...]"' = l...ri'...1 : [...(¿...] = 1

and thus it folloq's that T.u e Fp' j*+t(.F)Ã; i.e. we can assume (arguing as above)

that tl;: fl¿>¡+r Cbori anð,w - 1€ r* fn +p"f . The induction just established

shows that Fn(1+r+f" +p"f) is containedin Fp' :'.,'(.F)Ã. This proves Moran's

result the following:

then D.(G, Z) : j"(G) for n 1 p.

Theorem. We shall require the following

Theorem.

An immediate consequence of tiris

Corollary 4,I.2. Let G be a p-group;

Also, we can no\M pro\¡e Jennings'

classical result:

Tlreorem. (Mal'cev) Every frnitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group em-

beds into GL"(Z); consecluently, such groups are residually frnite p for all p.

Corollary 4.1.3. (Jennings [1955]) For aJI G, Dn(G,q: \re

PROOF. Let n < p. Without loss of generality we can assume that G is finitely
generated 

"nd, 1þ"(G): 1; i.e. G is finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent



group. Suppose A € D"(G,Q) and y f I; itfollorvs that y* e D^(G,Z)for some

m. G is torsion-free so A* t 1; we put c :A* and thus getll x e Dr(G,Z).
G is residually finite p for all p (being finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent),
so there is a homomorphisrn g from G onto a finite p-group ä with p ) n and

such that ç(r) # 1in f/. Clearly, r e D.(G,Z)yields ç(x) e D,(H,Z). But
by Corollary 4.1.2 D.(H,Z): t and hence p(r):1, which is a contradiction.o

In the article Moran [1970] it is shown thal Lazard's formula fails in general

f.or n : p + 1; another set of examples to this effect has been constructed by

Sandiing ll972l. The examples are as follows: let p ) 2, e ) 1 and put

G : (x,y l r,"*' : AP' : 1, [¿, A]: *P'-').

Then ,p' t 1 and it belongs to Do¡1(G,p"). It is interesting to note that these

examples are actually metacyclic groups, and that they are based on a very

simple property that is not captured in Lazard'å formula, namely the following.

Observation. If n 1pt and. æP"-' belongs to Dn(G,,p'), then rp" belongs to

Dn-rp-t(G,p").

PROOF. Expanding tP"-' - 1 modulo f" yields the relatio n ,pe-\(" - 1) : 0 mod

f". Muliiplying by (r - 1)r-i itfollorvs thatpe-t@-\n:0 modulo f"*p-r.
On the other hand, we have thal æp" - I - p'-t(, - l)oo modulo fn-rP-r for
some a e Zo.G. This proves the assertion.

This has prompted us to try to obtain a description of modula¡ dimension

subgroups of dimension p * 1 for rnetabelian groups; the subgroup vie would

consider should of course include elements arising from the observation above,

as well as the subgroup Gn,p.. This would eliminate the Moran-Sandling exam-

ples, but perhaps there are other simple properties thai are not captured in our

subgroup? However, it turns out that the counter-examples given by Moran and

Sandling are indeed the only possible kind-for metabelian groups. We give, in
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the next two sections a complete description of. Dorrl(G,p") for metabelian G;

furthermore, some refinements of these calculations enabled us to give a descrip-

tion of Dp+z(G,p") as well. The cases p:2 and p ) 2 are slighily different and

we shall therefore treat them in separate sections although some statements will
not depend on the parity of p.

54"2" P :2 and rz ( 4

The computations u'e perform are an adjustment to the modular case of
some of what Professor Narain Gupta has done in his work on integral dimension

subgroups. A remark on tire notation: recall that we are dealing with a p-group

given by its pre-abelian presentation with notation being as indicated in the
previous sectior:. Tire poiynomial # w'ill be denoted by f(z¿); this is not
completely precise (we should denote it b}' ú(¿., e¿)), but there '¿'ill be no room

for confusion.

Lenrma 4.2.L. (rf. Gupta [igBT], IV J.Z.) Let w: flo., l*n,* jlo" € 1 * fs -I-

¡n-t2 ¡ p"f ; then d¿j = t(r¡)a;¡(r¿,. . .,tn ) : t(r¡)b¿i(r¿,. . .,r*) mod s + f" +
p"ZF. Contersely, if d.¡¡ are such, thenlx¿,r¡ld,i € Dn¡2(fs,p").

PRooF. Modulo F't, using Jacobi's identity v/e can assume lhat d¿¡ depend

oniy on {*¿,...,r*}l and r.¿r j ut..'Lnm-t where ui : n7o+r\ro,r¡]dti; u.. 
",f are invariant under endomorphisms of ZF given by *¡ ---+ a6.;i the assumption

w-7 € 1+ fs¡fn*z ip"f yields u¿-! € i+ fs+f.,+z *p"f for alli. Thus

modulo fs ¡ fn*z * p"f
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o:w¿-!
: É t''o' x¡l - 7)d'¿¡

J:i+7

: Ë f,', - 1)(', - 1) - (r¡ - 1)("0 - r))d,¡
j=i*t

- r- 
Ín Tn: (z¿ - 1) ! ('i -I)d¿¡ - ! (ri - 1)(r¿ - r)d¿¡.

j:iit j:i+t

Since f is free n'ith basis {r, - 1,..., tnl- 1} it follows ihat

(r -I)d;¡=0mods+fn+l *puf (1)

2
l,(xi-r)d¿¡:omods+fn+l lp"f. (2)

j=i+t

But z¿ - 1is regular in zr"(FlF')= zFl@-fp"zF) so that using the relation

s+ f?z+l tpuzF: Ë(ro - 1)(t(ø¡) zF +f,) + a+p"zF
È:1

we deduce, from (1), that

d¿¡ et(x;)zF + f'+ a *p"zF.

In a similar \Ã/ay (2) implies that

d;¡ e t(r¡)zF +f' + s I p" zF.

The second statement of the lemma is clear. tr

This lemma alone yields a description of the third dimension subgroup mod

2"; this is of course rvell-known, but the new description we obtain seems nicer

since it is given in terrns of the presentation of the abelianization of the group

(it is easy to verify ihat ii ma.tches u'ith the result of Sandting).
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Tlreorenr 4.2.2. De(r,2") : (*?' I e¿ < 2")F2'n' jrr'^/rR.

PROOF. We first observe that the subgroup from the statement of the Theorem is
contained in D3(r,2").Êw-! € r* ft +2"f thenfor some u € R,w-I: u-l
mod fr + f3 + 2"f so wu-7 - 1 € fr f f3 + zuf. Therefore it witl suffice to
demonstrate thai Ds(fr,2") is contained in the alleged subgroup. Suppose

Ï-J["r,ri]d" _ 1e fr+f3+2"f cfs+f3 +2"f.
¿<j

Applying the endomorphism g; : r ¡ --+ 26.;; of. z F to the relation above we obtain
*7' -1 e fs+ f3 + 2'f. Therefore

a¿(r¿ - 1) + - 7)' € fs + ft +2"f

so ai + (i')@¿- 1) e s +f2 +2"2F, which implies that a¿ e 2"2 and then
fronr (!')(ro - 1) € s +f2 +2"2F we conclucle that (î') e (e¿,2"); i.e. a; is

in (2e¿,2"t') a2"2. (Thus if. e¿ 12", then 2" I o¿.) Also, if this condition is
satisfied, then zf,' - 1 € fr* f3 +2"f so that the initial relation nou, red.uces to

fJ[t, ,*ifd" - 1 € fs t f3 +2"f '
i<j

This, by Lemma 4.2.I, yields d¿¡ €t(x¿)ZF +f +2"2F so that

lr;,x¡ld'i =lri',rjl= l mod l3"1¡.R.

The proof is now complete. E

However, to deal with the dirnensions higher than three, rn'e shali need to
refine Lemma 4.2.7. The first step in this direction is the follou'ing consequence

of Lemma 4.2.I.

fl,t"
i=1

(;'),''
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Corollary 4.2.3. (cf. Lemma2.7, GuptaandTahara[1985])Letw: flo.rfx¿,r¡ld,i
Dn-t2(ft,p") with n 1 p. Then d¿¡ : t(x¿)a¿¡ : t(x¡)b¿¡(*¿,...,r*) where

a¿¡ € Z; moreove!, if e¿ - e¡, then b¿¡ e Z.

PROOF. By Lemma 4.2.7 we only have to show that a¿j € Z. The relation

,"r,u -7: e¡,(x¡ - 1) modulo e¡(ø¡ -7)2ZF afr shows that ex(xr - 1) € s+fp.
Thus t(r¿): "o+(i)@o- 1)r-t modulos*fp andhenceif k > iwehave
(because n < p)

t(r¿)(r¡ - 1) = e¿(xt, - 1): e¡(z¡ -l)e¿le¡,:0 mod s+f'.

Therefore a;j € Z; similarly, lf e¿: e¡ it follows that b¿¡ € Z. tr

Observe that, by Lemma, 4.2.I, elements of f.'O Dn¡2(fs,p") have the form

to : fl;<jlr¿,r¡ld'i llLrlri',?¿]€ where q; €. F' , Ë belongs lo Ft'11'1n*2, and

d,¿¡ are as in Lemma 4.2.I. This motivates the next result.

Lenrrrra 4.2.4. (cf. IV 4.4, Gupta [1987]) Let w : llo.j lr¿, æ ¡ld'i lI!rl*i' ,,nlt
where r7; € Ft, ( belongs to Ft'71'1n*z and d.¡¡ are as in Lemma 4.2.7; then

modulo f2s * f"t2 + p"f ,

fTL

w - != !(ro - I)(y*"t'rtir - t)
lc=1

where g¡,: fl¡<r. r:e;aik flua, alibt'i , zk: Ioaj,,.* lr¡,r¡l'uôu@'i)

PROOF. By Lemma 4.2.I \ ¡e can write:

.,: f-{["0 ,rild,i fr[';-,zo]6
i< j /¡:1

where d¿¡ are as in Lemma 4.2.1, r1t e F',€ e F"11"'yn*z.Modulo f2s we have

fx¿,rr1'P,'"'xþ - 7 : x-*þ* .' .ro P'(l*¿,*¡l - Ð*f' " '*þ
ta ,l++



= (lr¿,*¡l - \rf, ...rþ - Ð 0*@¡ - 1)(["0, ,¡] - Ðrf, ...rþ
k:i

- 
lr r 

'lrL

= ([";, *¡l - Ðrf' ...*þ - !{"n - 1)(["0, x,fx*ô*þl; "'"*) - Ð.

Hence, modulo ffs, 
le=i

l*. -.jd;j - 
(Í-. ^.1 'r\J.. 

Ín

Lri¡{iJ ' = ([*¿,r. j] - I)d¿¡ - Ð(rn - 1)([ro, r¡lîrôx@;¡) - 1).
Ic:i

Also, l*"ro,rtol- I - @i, -lXry¡ - 1) : ("¡ - 1XryÍ- - 1) mod ffs; thence, mod.

ffs+fn+z tp"f:
w - 1= !((", - 7)(r¡ - 1) - (*¡ - 1)('n - I))d;¡-

i<j

- Ð Ë,'- - 1)(['0, r¡]ît"ðt"@;¡) -1) + Ë("¡ - rXryí- - 1)
i<i k:¿ k=i

: f(ro - t)(rit ¿¡., 
- 1) - f{ri - 7)(r1t"ti - 1)-

i<j i<j

-ÐË,'- - 1)(['¿, r¡fr*ãx(d;,) - 1) +Ë('¡ - 1XryÍ- -1)
i<i k:i le :i

= f{'o - r)I('"ibt'i -1) + Ë("* - 1)I(ro-",o,u - 1)-
&:1 l¡(f ,t:1 i<k

where Ak,,zk are as in the statement of the Lemma. E

Observe that the elements y¡ from the statement of Lemma 4.2.4 a¡e con-

nected with the original element |7n.¡lro,, jld,t by the relation

tT- 
Tn

([[[r,, rifd" )t = [tr lst ,yt] mod [F', s]ú" tn+, (3)
i< j ü:1

- Ð Ð('* - 1)(lro, x¡lrrðr@¡¡) - 1) + Ð(¿¡ - 1Xryi' - 1)
i1j k:i k:i

TN

: I('^'- 1X(yo - 1) - ('o - 1) + (ryÍ- - 1))
I;:1
Ín

: Ð(ro - I)(at,tt trlÍ- - t)
È:1
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In the spirit of the lore, 2 is an exceptional prime in this context, too: the

description of the fourth dimension subgroup rrrod 2" to which we now turn,
is different, in both proof and appearafi.ce, from the corresponding results with

odd prime po\Mers. Its complexity stems from the fact it must account for the

counter-examples to the integral dimension subgroup conjecture, given by Rips,

and N. Gupta. The result parailels Theorem 5.1 of Chapter IV in Gupta 11987].

Theorem 4.2.5. Dn(r,2"): KF'"*' j3'yn|*h"re I{ is the subgroup consist-

ing of elements w : lILt *i' fl¿<¡fxlt ,r ¡]o;i such that

(i) "¡ I (i)"n¡ mod 2" , a; e (4e¡,2e+1) n (2');
/GÈ\

ft) xf,f i flo.u ¡-e;a;r fl¡., v1ibxi e .y;u (*?" I e¿ 12.)F2"*'13" ^¡rR

bxj : e¡a¡¡ f e¡ + ("i) a¡¡ le¡(n¡ - 1).

PROOF. As noted in Chapter II, to
contained in the proposed subgroup

contained in it. So let

deduce that the dimension subgroup

it will suffice to prove that Da(fr,2")
\

1S

is

flti"llltn,'-i]d" -1 e fr+f4+2"nçfs*fa +2"f'
i=t i<j

It follorvs that
TN

f{'î' - 1) + f,{["n, *i]d" - 1 € rs*ra +2"r.
i:7 i< j

As in the proof of Theorem 4.2.2 we have ,T' - 1 e fs + f4 + 2"f . Therefore

( - 1 : lln.r[x¿,x¡ld'; - 1 € fs t fa + 2"f which bJ' Lemma 4.2.1 yields

e : fitrí , ,* jlo,ifr ['i-, z*]€
i< j &=1

with 17¡ € F',€ e l3"y,t(x¿)a¿¡:t(r¡)b¿¡ modulo s +f2 *2"2F with
b¿j : b¿j,, * b¿¡,2(t¿ - 1).

t(t¿)a;¡ - t(x¡)(b¿¡¡ * b¿¡,2(xo - i)) € s * f2 + 2" zF
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, /''\
ij = e¡a¿¡f 

"t + 
\-;)a¡¡f 

e¡(r¿ - 1) mod 2"2F. (4)

Thus (i) is satisfied and ó¿¡ is as in (ii).
AIso, *T' - 1 e fs + f4 + 2"f implies that

",* ("r')þo-t)* (ît) þ¿-1)2 e s+13 + 2"zFÇ sn +a+rs +2"2F.

Therefore a¿ € 2e Z and the relation above reduces to

(î'),"'-1) + (î'),", -r)'€s**a+13 +2"2F-

However, r¿ - 7 is regular in 22"(FlF') = ZFI@l2"ZF), so

(;) . (î'),'' - 1) € t(x¿)zF +12 +2"2F

Tlrus (i'), (i') e ("¡,2") i.e. a¡ € (2e;,2"+1).lVe shall henceforth assume e; 12e
since otherwise *î' € F2"*' . a¿ € (2e¿,2"+1) implies

(î'),', - 1) € s+ 12 +2"r- r* r' +2"r

so that (i')(", -r), e r*f3 +z"f nhence,further, (Z)@o-1) e s*fa +zeZF.
It follou's thal B¿ : 2e¿k mod 2" where B; denotes (!') and k e Z. Observe that
('ir)(ro - 1)' e rf f3 +2"2F and so modulo this ideal we have Ze¿k(x¿- 1) =
,?"'r - 7. Observe, further, that r!",k - I - *f' - 1 modulo the same ideal

(because e¿ 12",so 12¿" - 1€ r*f3 +2'f by Theorem4.2.2); thus we see that
modulo r * f3 +2'f , 0{r¿ - t): *f'- 1. Therefore in particular

(*n - 1)@| - 1) = 0;(r¿ _ 1)2 mod fr* fa +2"f.

Since *i' - 1 e fs + f4 + 2"f it follows that l[n.rlr¿,r¡]d,: - 1 belongs to that
ideal, too, which by Lernma 4.2.1 and Lemma 4.2.4 implies that modulo ffs this
element assumes the form

Ë,'* - t)(urrt,'rti* - 7)
l--1
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with g¡, zkt Tk as in Lemma 4.2.4. Therefore we have

Ín

Ð(ro - t)(r?orykz;lnio - 1) e fr * ffs 1 f4 +2"f .

È:1

Hence rþ,ru A,rtr' n;o - 1 € r * fs + f3 + Z"f . Therefore, as fr Ç fs, there exist

u* € R such that

,foat,tt'rllout - 1 € fs + f3 +2"f C r* f3 +2"f.

Hence ,Proyt r¡'r¡io e D3(r,2") i.e. ,Pruyt r;t e j;uDs(r,2.). Since ôr(s * f2 +
2"f) ç e¡ZF + f + 2"ZF the relations between d¿j, aij) bij imply

f *.a e¡ZF+f+z'ZF.

w

Observe that

We saw above

or(d¡¡) : I t(*r)ô,",¡ i I
\tþ¡)0¡b¡¡ i -

Therefore,

[*o'.,i]uu(d¡¡) - { l'*"ti]ij''lu^-::"] i I k
- I [ro, r¡lt(,;)ô¡(b;¡¡ ¿ -* 

mod låol3"l''

It follows that these elements are congruent to l modulo lSofr"l.r'R; conse-

quently, e¡, being a product of such elements, is in 7ju.y3":leR.Hence r?roax e

l3o Ds(r,2'). \Ãie may assune that ó¿¡ is actually equal to the expression in (ii),
not only congruent to it modulo 2' as in (4), since :rrli'" € .,13' R Ç Ds(r,2").

Conversely, let u.': fl,_l, *T'e,, where (: fl;<-rlrlt,r¡l"t:, be an element

satisfying the conditions frorn the statement of the theorem. These conditions

immediately imply that ( - 1€ fs*fa +2"f . Further, the requirements on the

a¿'s assure that rf; - I - (rn_ Ð|.l¿f' - 1) modulo r* f4 +Z"f , where as before

B; standsfor (!t). Therefore by Lemma4.2.4, and since ffs Ç r+f4 !2"f,we
obtain

- I - f;f", - Ð@f 'ao"¿ 'rti'- 1) mod r + f4 + 2"f .

i:1

(ro-L)(ti'- 1) = (*i'-I)(tr- 1) :0 modulo r+f4 +2"f.
that z¿ e lí'13'13R, so by ihe preceding remark it foilows tÌrat
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(rn - r)("¿' - i) € r + fa +2"f. Finally, by the hypothesis *f'yo e 1$t Ds(r,2")
hence (*o - Ð@f'y¿ - 7) € r * f4 + 2"f,which proves that tr - 1 belongs to

r * fa + 2"f . The proof is now complete. tr

The description given in Theorem 4.2.5 does not seem practical; however, a

look at the conditions of the theorern reveals that thev could be simplified. We

have the following:

Corollary 4,2.6. Dn(R,2"): KF4,2.R where K is the subgroup consisting of
the elements ro : IIT. ri' fln.¡lri' ,r jl",i such that

(i) "¡ I (i)"n¡ mod 2", a¿ € (4e¿,2e+t¡ a Q");
/oþ\

(;;) r[ n' ) il.r.* a-e;a;r flo., ,:u"ut € 7;u (*?' I e¿ 1 2e)F2'*' .y3' ^,trL.

PROOF. a?:b*; = *;uooj, modulo F'"¡ Dr(R,2"). D

Observe that if we let e tend to infinity, the exponent of the group under

consideration being fixed, the dimension subgroup mod 2" will be equal to the

integral dimension subgroup. Thus this description should reflect the existence

of a counter-example to the integral dimension subgroup conjecture. And in fact

v/e can use it to narrow the search for presentations of such an example. Suppose

that in the pre-abelian presentation of a 4-generated group G, we have zfi : 6o

rvlr.ere (o : fl¡.*lx¡,x¡lt;:þ. Suppose that Ìrve are looking for a presentation of a

class 3 group such that in that group element

fi trÍ,,tjf,i
1<i< j

is nontrivial and belongs to the fourth dimension subgroup. The corollary tells

us that the following conditions should be fulfilled:

lf. e¿ - e¡, then a¿¡ is e\¡en ;

ï,fizazs *ezarn, F'"" rr(F)Ë;

r,ezazs resas' € Fte,.,le(¡')Ã;



The

I, ezaz+ *- esasa € F'"n .yr(F)Ã.

conditions can be reformulated as follows:

ei:ej+2la;¡;

¿ezazs/es qezaz+/eq e F,"rî, ,(F)R;

€1"'" *"n"""4 / e4 e F'"" y(F) R;

€_orn €_o"n e F,", y(F)R.

These relations can be read in terms of the ú¿¡¡; thus we obtain systems of

congruences:

fu¡¡e2apf es t ta¡¡e2az+le¿: 0 mod e2;

-tzjrazs t ta¡¡esas¿le+:0 mod e3;

-tzjkazq - tzjraz+: 0 mod ea.

Let us impose the relationS J4 : 1 and fr¿,r¡trkl:1for all i,7,ß such that
they are not all distinct, on the group. There are enough coeflÊcientst¿jt, so that
'we can try to simplify the systerns above b¡r putting t;j* :0 if j f 1. Further,

because of the relations imposed, v/e carr also choose that t¡i :0. The systems

above will then read:

ts12e2ay f es I ta12e2az+ leE: 0 mod e2

tal2esasaf e+:0 mod e3

-tstzas+: 0 mod ea

talse2a2af e¿:0 mod e2

-tzßazs j t4lsQo4Ele+ :0 mod e3

tznaz+: 0 mod ea
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tslae2a2sfes :0 rnod e2

tzqazs: 0 mod e3

-tzt¿az+ - tstqas+: 0 mod ea

From these congruences it will follow that the element specified above be-

longs to the fourth dimension subgroup; however, we have to make sure that it is
not trivial. A necessary condition for this is that e3 does not divide ts12 or t2;3.

Theorem 4.2,7. Let G be the four-generated group given by the following re-

lations:

(1) ,i' :D',4tlrt,*r]',ro; (2) lr¡,r j,rk]: 1 if i, j,k are distinct; (3) ln: t.
If g : lrl',*sf"rtl*l',,*nl"rnl*|",x+]""n and the conditions above on the t¿¡¡ and

a¿¡ are satisfr.ed, then g e Da(G,p"). In G, g + I only if e3 does nof, divide

tstzazs or t21ga2g.

Thus the search for the presentation of the counter-example has been nar-

rowed down quite a bit. It is possible to produce counter-examples of the Rips

type using these remarks.

The results above yieid a description of the fourth modular dimension sub-

group. Such as it is, it is indeed the best possible; for, the Rips example must

be accounted for. Hon'ever, it is known (Passi) that 2-generated groups will not

fail the integral dimension subgroup conjecture f.or n : 4. One might hope for

such tameness in the modular case, too. But this is not the case. Yet, in the

2-generated case the description obtained assumes a significantly nicer form (a

reflexion, certainly, of the absence of the integral component). We shall now

concentrate on the 2-generated case. The basic observation here is the following:

Observation. In the notation of Theorem 4.2.5, lr,A)"'otz = ! modulo F4,2.R.

To see this note that if G is 2-generated then F'"i Ç %(F)E so that the

condition (ii) of Theorem 2 will ,"ud y(r)*-etaLz €. KFs,2" where X : (r?" 
I
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ei <2"). (Here of course tr: t¡ xz: U.) Therefore

lr'totz ,Al e lK,alÐ¿,2";

but if et ) 2' then /{ Ç fu), and if e1 divides 2"-1 then

lr" ,Al: lr,Al" f*,A,rl'"-'o € F4,2".

Hence, Theorem 4.2.5 implies

Corollary 4.2.8. Let F be free of rank 2 and G : FlR. Then

Dn(R,2"): ("?' I e¿ 12"-r und r!'-' e ("?' ,13')Fs,r.RlF4,2.R.

Note that if e¿ - 1 then repeated application of the relation z¿ : {¿ will
shorv that ri e .y4 so since rve work modulo -r4 we may drop Lhe r¿ from the
presentation. Consequently we may assume tÄat all e¿s are at least 2. This
immediately leads to the conclusion that for e:2 we have Dn(G,4) : G¿,+ ff G
is 2-generated.

REMARK. Note that our description makes it clear that D¡(G, ) : G3,a f.or

2-generated groups: for if there is to be an example like that, it must have

the relatio, 12 : [r,U]"; but then t4 :1 and similarly for y, so that Gs,+ :
r + D3(G,,4):7. That is why the examples given by sandling to show that
Dt(G,2') f Gs,2. ltecome 3-generated for e: 2. rn terms of the description of
the third modular dimension subgroup it is not difficuit come up with such an

example: let G : (r,A,, I 12 : lA,tl,A4 : z4 : 7s : 1).

Suppose G is 2-generated and e : 3; then if there is a counter-example it
must have relations of the form ¿u' : [r,a]"€t, a', : l*,ylu€r, where €t,€z € .,1r,

and at least one of e¿ is 2. Say ê2 : 2. Then clearly A8 € .,/+ and hence such a

group is not really a counter-example. Similar considerations will show that such

a conclusion is valid also for the fou¡th dimension subgroup modulo 16. Thus we

have
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Corollary 4.2.9. For a 2-generated group G, D4(G,2") : G4,2. provicled e 15.

Horn'ever il e:5 there exist groups which fail the statement. For example,
let G: (r,al*8:fr,A,r),A16:lr,A,U),F+,sz:1). Inthisgroup ,t, * 1 but
r32 € D¿by corollary 4.2.8 since # € 73R. To demonstrate that r32 : [*,a,r]n
is not equal to 1 in G, look at the group [/ of units of the ring zlx,y]f J where J
is tlre ideal generated by An, JZL2,64A, and polynomials (1*r)t - (r,y,r)-I
and (1 + g)tu - (*,a,a) - 1. [/ clearly satisfies the relations of G. But in [/,
(r + r)32 - I : A(r,a,z) so ii will suffice to show that 4(ø, a,r) # 0 moduro .I.

Suppose 4(r,A, x) e J . Then 4(r,y, x) :

Ðoo((r *")t - (r,s,x) - I)b¿+ Ic¿((1 *y)tu - (r,a,y) - r)d¿
:

modulo A4 + 32L2 +644. lVe can look at this relation modulo A3;this tells us

that the sum of the terms of degree one is in 644; and that the degree two terms
add up to an element of 3242. Consequently the relation above reduces to

. ./sl o /16\ a4(r,a,r): a( (" ,|r" - (*,a,r) + å(( ï Jr' - (*,,a,y)) mod A4 + SZL2 + 64A\')'/ \ Ó '/
rvhere a and ó are integers. Then a:0 modulo 8 and a+4 must be divisible
lry 32; but these conditions are contradictory, proving that 4(r,y,z) is not an

element of ,.I.

Thus'ü/'e see a clear distinction between the behavior of the fourth dimension

subgroups in the modular as oirposed to the integral case even for 2-generated

groups.

$4"3" p>2 and n Sp*2

We can nov/ concentrate on odd primes. Some further observations are re-

quired as the dimension grows: the two lemmas that follow will be very important
in the final arguments. (They should be compared with the computations carried

out in Gupta and Tahara [1985].)
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T,ernrna 4.3.L. Suppose d¿j=t(r¿)a¿¡:t(r¡)b¿¡ modulo s+f ip"ZF where

n1P,a¿jQZ andb¿¡€Z if ei:ej' Thenforlc2i

l*,,,1* ¿, n ¡)rrôr(ddi 
)] € -yl' ^{n+zL.

PROOF. We need to establish some properties of 0¡(d¿¡). Since ôr(t) ç s+ekzF,,

ô*(f") Ç fn"-t, it follows that if k > i or e¿ : ej then Ô*(d¿¡) : 0 modulo

s+fn-l I e¿ZF lp"ZF, because }¡(t(r¿)a¿¡):0 if k > i and Q;(t(r¡)b¿¡):0
if e¿: e¡. Further, by the relations used in the proof of Corollary 4.2.3, we see

that modulo s *f"-1 + e;ZF *puZF, ô¿(t(x¿)a¿¡) = orj(i)@-7)("0-I)n-2.
Therefore ô¿(d¿¡) € s * f"-1 + e¿ZF * p"ZF + (e¿1fl@i - 1)p-22F.

Now if k > i or ei : ej then modulo 11" 1-¡¿R

l* t,l*n, x ¡)r 
r"ar@;¡)] 

= ["o,lr¿, * jf"'" o"f

= f*"tu ,lr¿r* jf"o"] = 1.

And if e¿ ) e¡ then modulo the same subgroup

[, o,[, ¿,, jf''õ'(d;; )] = l* ¿,I*¿, r rlGi ¡ 
p¡1" -r)p-2 u*e;riu1

= lr ¡, lr t, x ¡lG; 
/ n)(ø; -r)r - 2",

= [[* ¡, t ¿]-(" ; / Ð (t i -r)P - 
2 u,, ol-'

= [[ri ,ri,. . . ,r¿]-"'"/P rril-l

-,#
p-7

= ll"it, ri, . . ., r¿)-"'" /("; n),, ¿)-1

p-I

= lrit tri,... ,r¡f'

because n+2<p+2.
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Lenrma4.g.2.Ifn<p.-lthen|Dn+,(f",p"),r]ç[F,,5)ll.1n*3.

pRoo'. Let rf, ...rfry( _ 1 € f"+f'*2 +p.fwhere ( : fr,.il"¿,*i)d" ' Then

usingendomorphismsasintheproofofTheorem4.2,2,weobtainthatp"Ia¿
(alsoa¿e\Pe;,p"+')îf'n:p-1)and(-1€fs+f'+2+p"f'Byrelations(1)
and (2) of Lemma 4'2'7 il follows that

llrn,* i)0" ,rx) = lr;'r jt*k)d'i

- lr k,rof*t -t)du lr ¡,r¡)@'-r)d'i

=i
modulolF,,S]lt.ln+i.Sol5:Í-]isinthissubgroup.Theconditionsonthea's
assure that [z¿,rhl(:r)('r-1)i-' e fz lf i <p;\r i:p then t'¿:P - l and

p

= lr t,Íi,¡. 
.' r*¿;,*T')" 

: 1

--
p-1

case'theseobservationsshorvthai[ril,rp]be-
EI

[r¿,, rl(î )(c; -1)P- 
1 

= l' x, 9:;9)""

modulo lF' , S)lor' ^lp*2' In anY

longs to [F' , S)'yl' 1n*3' ' rn subgroups of dimension

We are now ready to describe the modular dimenstc

at most P+2'

Tlreorem 4.3'3' rf p is od'd' Dp+t(''p") : (r,,f," | "o 
< o"¡FP'+' ^lo' 1'+'R'

PRooF' suppose nî'"'xT'll¡<jl*n'*j)0" -1€ De+r(fr'p")' Then tl'-r e

Dr+t (ft,P") and hence

/o,\(", - 1)+ - (:) @¿-1)o-'€ s+ ¡n ¡PezF'

"o+ (27. \p/'

so that o¿ e (p") and the relation reduces t" (î) (*n- 1)o-t € s + fo +p'Z:'

This yield' (î) e ("¿,p"). Thus *o-e \p\a\pì"n,,n"+')' 'o 
rfrbelongs to (ø,r I
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ej <p")Fp'*'. \/"concludeihai ll,.rlr¿,r¡fd'i -1€ fr+fp+l *p"f . ByLemma
4.2.I and Lemma 4.2.4 we obtain

å, 1\/ -1L@r - I)(vr"l' - r) € fr +ffs a g+t * p"f
À:1

whence yrrtr' - 1 € r*fs+fp +p"f. So there exist u¿ € Ã such that y¡zotu¡ e

Do(fs,p"),, and then [r¡,,,y¡z*Lu¡] e lF',Slú"%+r b], Lemma 4.3.2, so that

[rt,A*r,,t] belongs lo1! y+tR. But Lemma4.3.1 assures that lrt,rtlis alsoin
that subgroup, and thus the preceding relation implies l*t-,Atl €.,t3'.yr+rR. We

nor¡'have bV (a)

([J[ro, ,i]d" )'= lI [rt,,yt]: 1 mod il tp+tR
i< j À:1

which, since p is odd, shows that 11,.,ln¿,r¡ld;i belongs to $" jo+r.R. Therefore,

Dp+t(fr,p") is contained in the subgroup from the statement of the theorem. But
then by the argument from the proof of Theorem 4.2.2, it follows that Do41 (r,p")
is contained in that subgroup, too. This is all we need to show-the converse

inclusion being well-knorvn.

Tlreorenr 4.3.4. For odd p,

Dp+z(r,p") : þI" | *I'-' € pn'1rR)Fo"*' .,/î." yr*r?.

PROOF. Suppose ,I'...ú{"e - 1€ fr* fp+2 *p"f where (: fl¿.¡fr¿,x¡ld,i.
Then as before p' I a¿ and (|'), (oir) belong to (e¿,p"), when.. (oir) @n -
1)e+t € fr-¡ fe+z +p"f so that modulo this ideal øf,d- I - ("r,){*o - 1)r. Since

C e Dp+z(fs,p"), Lemma 4.2.4 and the observations we just made show that (in
tlre notation of Lemma 4.2.4, and rvith þr : (ir))t

iOu{*n -7)'+ft"o - 7)(ar"t-1 - 1) e fr*ffs* fp+z +p"f .

È=1 Ë=1
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Therefore 0;(r¿- 1)r-t +A¿t;1 € r*fs+fp+r *p"f .However, gt(x¡- 1) belongs
to s* ft +p"f by the conditions above so that \t(r¿-1f -r € fsafp*l+p"f and
it follor,vs that y¿z¿ r - 1 € r * fs * fp+t * p.f. Just as in the proof of Theorem
4.3.3, using Lemma 4.3.1 and Lemma 4.8.2, v/e see that ( € 71z," ho+rR. Therefore
we are left with the relation

0;(r¿ - I)e-t € r * fPil + p'f.

This is equivalent to that eiement belonging to the ideal r nfp-l +fe+\ lp"f .

Consequently,

0{r¿ - l)r-t = f "¡þjt (¡ - I)b¡ mod fp*r * p.f
j:7

wiL}n a¡b¡ €. fp-2. Canceling from left and right rve obtain

Lt(r¿ -t; = f o ,çxji (i - r)q¡ mod fB * p"r
j=t

thatis,0;.(r¿-1)€rf ft+p"f.Itisstraightforwardtocheckthat(Pr,)(z¿-1)2is
in tlre same ideal (because B¿ € ("r,p")) and therefore rft b"longs to D3(r, p"):
Fp',ysR. Since p'-1 I 0¿ it follows that rir e (ro¡ | ,oi-' e Fp' 1,sÐ)Fo'*' .

Hence, Dp+z(r,p') is contained in the subgroup from the statement of the theo-
renr; since the converse inclusion is evident-Theorem 4.2.4 is proved. tr
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wlrere [¡-r] denotes the component of ¡-r which has positive degree in each a¿ f.or

i : 7,. . . )m (the component with full support). We extend út to all of -4* by
iinearity and

1Þ{c1c2. . ' c*) : 7Þt(a1a2... a*)lor:", 1...,am:cm.

Finally, we let ót : rh * ...-l tþt.

These maps are defined with the following motivation: we seek functions /¡
such that the statement of Lemma 5.1.4 is valid; i.e. /s should have a certain

commutativity property crucial for the proof of the result we require. It turns
out that this commutativity property determines that the maps we seek should

look like those defined above (G E. \4¡all, personal communication to Professor

Narain Gupta).

Further, iet us define:

r(k): t firfi
il j:k-t

.R(1) : n, R(k + 1) : lE(å), Fl

D(k,m,p") :.F' n (1 + r(fr) + a2 + f* + p"f).

This section's principal result is the following:

Lernrna 5.1.1. F'p'yc+z(F))D(2,q.+3,p") ç D(3,q*3,p")R(2)F", for q ) I.

The proof of this lemma will rely on several auxiliary statements.

Lemnra 5.L,2. If u e S| then óz(u) is a Lie element modulo S{.

PROOF. Clearly 4n(ap2) : a\ezt tÞz(a1or) : -T[@tta2ta7a2)'l = -È("taz*
azat) modulo -åS; Therefore öz(a1ar) = -T@r,ø2) modulo -f.9f : 

^9ä

because 2-1 exists in Zr..
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T,ernma 5.1.3" If u e Ai is a Lie element, then þ2(") = u mod Si¡1. In
particuLar, öz(u) -- u whenever u is a Lie element of degree n.

PROOF. Modulo Så+t, Lie elements of degree nz a;te generated by the left-
normed Lie commutators; hence it suffices to prove the statement for these e]-

ements. Since ,h(q.. . a*) - a1. . .ctrnt.t it sufrces to prove that $2(u) = 0

modulo Så+, whenever u € A* is a left-normed Lie commutator. We use induc-
tion on m. The initial step, m : 2, is done since in Lemma b.1.2 we showed that
,þ(otor): -2-t(oror* azat) mod ^91. The result f.or m:2 obviously foilows
fromthis. Considernow (a1 t...sdrn*r) : (or,,...,,d*)anz*7-am*r(orr...,an").
Let c1 ' ' . c1n be a monomial from the linear expansion of (ø1 ,. . . ,a*)i then:

IÞz(c1"'cmã¡n*r) : -2-i[((1 +.t)'..(i + c-)(1 * a*+t) - 1)']

: -2-1[((i +"t)... (7 + c,,)- 1X1 I a^+t) * o-+r)']
: -2-rl? + ,o + ")'l

u'here we have abbreviated (1 +.r)...(1 + c".) - 1 to c and a*11 to a. By
symmetry, tÞz(ac1..'c*) : -2-11(c* ac+ o)'| Thus, upon expanding the

squares we obtain Lhat tþ2((c\...cm,ø)) : -2-lfccalcaca*caa-acc- o.co,c-

aac). However, [caa] : 0 modulo Sk+, since it must have full support (hence

degree at least m t 1) and ø--¡1 occurs twice. Similarl¡', the other components

in wlrich dm*7 appears tr,r'ice are zero modulo Si-+r. By definition, -2-7c2a:
,þz("r. ..cr,-)a,n+1 and -e-1(ac2) : a¡n+tlþz("t '. .c-) so that modulo Si*,

l:z((c1. . 'c¡¡ttarn*t)) = (rþr(rt .--c*),am*t)

and hence

1Þz((a1, . . . dm, ü¡n*\)) = (rþr((dr t . . ., a*)), a,n*l).

Consequently, by the induction hypothesis, tþ2((ot,. ..ternrr)) = 0 mod ,9i*r. a
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f,,enrnra 5.L,4" Let u € A:^ be a linear sum of monomials of the form

o'it air-tbirQir+, " di*;

where 1< ú 1m, a¿. e {or,ã2,...} andb¿, € {ór,br,...}. Let 6: A* --+ A
be the homomorphism given by "î : ait bu¡ : (t I a¡,).. .(1 + ojo¡) - !. Then

6öz("): $26(u).

For the proof of this lemma, we observe that the proof givèn by Ctiff and Hartley

[1985] for the integral case actually applies to the modular case as well. We shall

need the following result, too. Its proof very similar to that of the corresponding

statement in the integral case (see Lemma 1.4 in Gupta [1987]).

Lemtna 5.1.5. LetI be the ideal of A* generated by the elements (o¿,o¡). Then

T2 is invariant under $2.

Let F be the free group on {r1 ,t2¡...} and let .t'* be the free group on

{rt,tr,...,Ur,Uz,...}. Let the augmentation ideals of the group rings ZF anå

Z F* l>e denoted by f and f* respectively. Then we have the homomorphisms

0 : ZFI$"+l + p"ZF) 
--+ 

A and do : ZF"f (f*"+1 + p"ZF*) -----+ A* induced

by the bijections ïi -+ ¿r and u¿ --+ b¿. We shall assume that the group G
is given by the positive presentation G : (*r,r2,... | "r, r2,...1. Defi.ne norv

tlre lromomorphism B: ZF"l(f*n+t ip"ZF") ----- ZFI(¡'*I 1p"ZF) to be

induced by the maps r¿ ---+ ri) a j --+ r ji and finally define the homomorphism

6 : A* ------+ A by á(ø¡) : ai and 6(bj) : 0(r¡) - L. Then clearly we haye the

follorving commutative diagrarn.

ZF" ¡f*"+t + p"ZF" J- ZFff^+t * p"ZF

J,-
A* _L

PROOF OF LEMMA 5.1.1. Suppose that u ç F,,p" is such that u - 1 €

r(2)+ ¿.2 ¡fn*l *p"f ,i.e. u_ 1: ?¿+3 mod ¡n*l A puf lor some u €r(2)

J,
A
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and E e a2. Since Fo'*'ú," Ç Dn(r,p") we may assume that actually w e 1,..
Modulo ¡n*r -¡ p"f we have

,ttr:1trz*uS*...*un

where uo is linear sum of elements of the form

(rt - t)... ("r-t- iX" - 7)(rr+r- 1). .. Qo - 7)

such that z¿ E Irt,12,...), " 
g {rr,rr,...}. Let, for z e ZF, Z denote the coset

z+în+7+p"f.Then

0(w-):0(uz) +.'.+ 0(a") + 0(r)

: 6(uz) +' . .+ 6(r") + á(y)

where uo € AI is a linear sum of monomials of the form c1 . ' . ct-tbrr+t .. . co with
c¿ € {at,a2,...}, ô e {br,br,...}, and y € 12. Since 0(u - t¡is a Lie element in
An, by Lemma 5.1.3 we have þ2(0(r, -l)) : 0(w - 7). Therefore lemmas 5.1.4

and 5.1.5 imply

0(ñ): þr6(u2) +...+ ö26(u") + ór(6(ù)
:6óz(uz) +'.'+ 6óz(u.) + 6(y')

where y' €T2. Then by Lernma 5.7.2 $2(uz): uL f uf where ul is a Lie element

of Al with one å-entry in each component and ui e SI is a sum of monomia]s

with at least one ó-entr5'. For g ) 3, þ2(uo) € Sð is a sum of such monomials.

Therefore

0(u) -1) -- 0(7, - I) + 0(11') + d(E')

for some fz € R(2), u' e r(2) a ¡n*l * p"f and E' € a2. Consequently,

w - I : fz _1 mod r(3) + a2 ¡ ¡"+t I p.f.

This proves Lemma 5.1.1.
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$5"2. The cornrnutaton structune

In this section we shall modify the method used to obtain the solution to the

integral dimension subgroup problem for metabeiian odd p-groups, to investigate

the commutator structure of dimension subgroups modulo odd prime powers of

metabelian groups. The principal result of this paragraph is the following:

Lernrna 5.2.L. Let n > lf > 2. Then

F'n (1 + r(A) * ffa + f'+ p"f) : R(k)F" F'n ^t,@).

Before we proceed to prove this statement, we need some notation: let

R(k): ZF(R(k) - 1) and R-(k): Z(R(k) - 1). Let x(i) : ("i'-I)ZF and

y(i, j) : (r¿ - t)x(i) * *(r)+ 
"(r + 1) +. . .* x(m). The follow'ing statement can

be obtained from Lemma 2.3 in Gupta [1991], by relativizing the proof modulo

p":

Lemma 5.2.2. Let u be any element of r(k), k > 1. Thenmodulo fa*7t.(k)*
f" + p'f u has the form

+ (g,jt - 7) t a¿¡

where u¿j : (*?' - 1)(r, * 7)p¡¡, gij : lrlt,r¡ln;i, with p;¡ e fk-2 + p.ZF and

at¡ e y(i,i) + "+ f'+ p"f . Conversely, modulofa*R*(k) + f" *p"f +y(i,j)
such element s belong to r(,t).

Now we can establish the parallel of Theorem 2.4 of. Gupta [1991]:

u:Ðuo,
i<j

Lenrrrra 5.2.3. Let k > 7. Then F'
G(k)R(k)Ftr ptr'1n(F), where G(k) is
of the form

g(r) : ffinot
i<j

n (1 + r(k) + fa * f" + p"f) is equal to

the subgroup generated by the elements

: [-[['Í' ,r jfp,i ,

i<j
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where p¿j € fk-2 + p" Z F and with ui j as in 5.2.2,

, : Ð u¿j i U¿j: 0 mod a+f' *p.f
¿<j

for some A;¡ € y(i, j).

PROOF. Suppose w € Ft n (1 + r(,t) + fa + f' +p.f); by Lemma. 5.2.2,

u - I = u * (g(r) - 1) mod fa -f R.(k) + f" I p.f.

Looking at this reiation modulo a it foliows that u : 0 mod f' * puf so that

w - 7 = g(u)- 1 mod a* f' I p'f;
therefore there is a z¡ in r?(k) such that

wg(u)-tu¡, - 1 € fa * f' I p"f .

However, ¡'l n (1 * fa a f. t p"f) - F,p".yn(F)F,, by Theorem 6.1.3, so that
w e G(k)R(k)F" F'n".yn(F),, as desired. The re\¡erse inclusion is clear. tr

Corollary 5.2.4. Let nt:2 ancl k > 2; th"n\F, n (1 + r(k) +fa* f, +p"f)
equals R(k) F'n' F" n(F).

PROOF. By the lernma above, v¡e can consider an element g : [rTt ,*z]o'where
ptz : p(r2) : (*z - 1)p- satisfies

@i'- 1)(r, - 1)'p*:0 mod (rr_ t)x(l) +x(2) *a* f" +p"f.

Canceling, we get

t(r)(r2 - I)'p" e x(l) + x(2) * a * fn-r + p"f,

and canceling again it folloin's that

t(æ7)(r2 - 1)p. e x(1) *t(x2)ZF * af f"-2 +p"ZF;

but the left-hand side is still divisible by rz - 7 so that in fact it belongs to

x(1) +x(2) + a+fn-z *p"ZF. That is, t(rt)pt, belongs to this ideal; then

modulo R(k)F'e'F".ynçF¡,, g(u) = [x1,x2]t(',)n,z - 1. tr

The following is an obvious consequence of the discussion preceding Theorem

C in Gupta [1991]:
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Lernma 5.2.5"

r(,t) + f2a+fn +p"f : fr(fr - 1) + R"(k)* f2a +f'+p"f .

Consequently, Lemma 5.2.1 will be established once lÄ/e prove the following:

Lernma 5.2.6. Let G(k) be as in 5.2.3. Then for Ic > 2 and m ) 2,

G(k) n (1 + fr(fr - 1) + f2a+ r' * p"f) ç R(qF'p" F,,1.(F).

PROOF.Suppose g(u)- 1e fr(k-1) +fza+fn+p.f. Then g(u):II4¡st¡
where gt¡, u: Ð,.j u¿j *U;¡ are as in 5.2.2. Using endomorphisms and 5.2.4,

1Me can assume that p¡¡ are such that nz > j urìd lhat rn - 1 actually divides

Pii; Pül
pij : (*,- - 7)pt(i, j) + (r,. - t)'pr(i, j)

wlrere t,n - 1 does not divide A(i, j ). W" can w-rite g(u) - 1 in the form f n(r¿ -
1)u¿ for some ui € r(,b - 1) + fa.¡ ¡"-t *p"ZF. Expanding g(u) - 1 modulo

r(k) + f2aif" +p"ZF as in Lemma4.2.4, we see that u- : g,n - 1 where

g,n : ff [r:r, r ¡f,^d^(n;i) .

¿<j

9,n € Ft n (1 + r(k - i) + fa+ f'"-1 t p"f),so by 5.2.3 it follorvs that

l{*| - 1)(r¡ - !)r^d,,-(p¿¡) + a't¡ = 0

i<j

modulo a + f??-1 * p" ZF, for some a';¡ e y(i,i). Appl¡'ing endomorphisms, we

obtain the relations

@i, - 1)('¡ - r)pr(i, j) + y'0, = o

modulo a + f¿-l I p" ZF. Hence,

t(r¿)(x¡ - 1)pr (i,j) ex(i) + x(r) + ... * x(nz) * a * f"-2 + p" ZF.
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Consequently, modulo R(k)F'o' F".ln(F),

l*l' ,, jl('^-7)pt?,i) = lr;,x*)t(';)('¡ -r)p'(i,j) : 1,

and we can assume that pi j : (** - 7)2 pr(i, j). But in this case rÃ/e can proceed
just as in the proof of Corollary 5.2.4. This completes the proof. tr

$5.3" The description

It remains only to state the description that follorvs from the results obtained

in the preceding sections.

Tlreorem 5.3.1. Let ¡z <2p; then

D,(r,p"): ("1' l rf,'-' € Dn-p+t(r,p")lF,*,o..

PROOF. \4¡e shall pro\¡e the following statement by induction on n: if

,T' ... riïe- 1 € fr *f' I p"f

r¡,here e € F', then zfl' .-'nfry belongs lo (r!" | *l'-' € Dn-p+t(R,p")), and

( e U@)Fto' prt Iur2). Ttre initial case of the induction is easy to extract from

the results of Chapter I\¡, so we shall only prove the inductive step. Suppose

,T' ...ril:e- 1 € fr * f' * p"f where e e F'. Then as \Me have seen many

times, it follows that a¿ are divisible by p", and thus ,T' -!: 0¿(*¿ - 1)p where

þ, : ("0,). Certainly then

rT' - " rT' e- 1 € fr * f'-1 * p"f

wlrence by induction it follorvs that C e n-{F)Ftr'p"Ã(2) and consequently

( - 1 e n-r(F) modulo r(2) + fn + p"f . Therefore we have the relation

\,00ç*o - 7)o + ( - 1 e r(2) + f" + p"f.
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But the summands other than ( - 1 involve only one variable and hence this

relation can hold only if 0;(r¿- 1)o e r(2)+f" +p"f a:rd (-1 € r(2)+fn +p"f .

Hence, Ç e F' a D(z,n,p") and thus by Lemma 5.1.1 it follows that ( belongs to

-Fl n (1 + r(3) -F f2a + f" + p'f)R(z). Then by Lemma 5.2.7 it, follows that ( is

an element of RQ)Fil pro'yn(F). Therefore v/e are left with the relation

1t(x;- 1)r-t € r+ fn.-r +P"f '

This is equivalent to that element belonging to the ideal r n fp-l + f'"-1 * p"f .

Consequently,

g;(r¿ - 1)e-r =f o¡þ"¡it¡ - r)b¡ mod f'-1 * p"f
j:1

wilh a¡b¡ e fp-z. Canceling frorn left and right we obtain

þ¿(r¿ - r¡ = f o ,p"¡i €i - 7)q¡ mod f3 * p"f
j:7

tirat is, þ¿(r¿ - I) € r + ¡n-p*7 * p'f . It is straightforrvard to check that

(u;)øo - 1)' is in the same ideal for ali j < p (because B¿ and (Éf ) h""" trr"
same divisibitity properties mod p" for j < p) and therefore rft b"lotrgs to

Dn-p*t (r,p') - FP"p'-p+t?. Since p'-1 lÉ¿ itfollows that *î' € ("oi l*I'-' €

Fp' jn-p+t(F)R)Ft"*'. H"rr." , Dn(r,p") ir contained in the subgroup from the

statement of the theorem; since the con\¡erse inciusion is evident-Theorem 5.3.1

is proved.

o/
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C o mc åardå*g ï*.e raaay'?<s

and trnohley'Â?s

The reader will notice that our refinement (obtained in Chapter V) of the

solution of the integral dimension subgroup problem for metabelian odd.p-groups

only establishes the validity of modified Lazard formula for dimensions less than

2p. This is due to an intrinsic limitation of the method rn'e have used - peculia,r

to the modular case. It arises because of the follorving easy observation:

Ftp'-rÇa2 +f'+p"f.
For if w e F'then urp" - I - p"(w - 1) modulo a2, and this is in turn congruent

lo zero as we are working modulo p'. Thus the proofs given in Chapter V will
work in the modula^r case for as long as F'p' is contained in Fn,o.. But, this is the

case only if n 12p. This simple remark illustrates a crucial difference between

the integral and modular cases. Essentially, this phenomenon is reflected in the

following results:

Tlreorern 6.1.1. (Enright [1968]) Let R and S be normal suL,groups of F. Then

¡'n (1 * rs) : [Ã n S,.R n S]. In particular ¡'n (1 * fa) : F" .

Tlreorem 6.L.2. (Bergman and Dicks [1975]) Let R and S be normal subgroups

of F. Then

.tl n (1 f fs * p" ZF) : (Ã fì S)r'[Ã n ^9,rR n S].

In particular F n (1 + fa * p" Z F) : F'p' F" .

For, while in the integral case it does not matter whether we work modulo

the augmentation ideal of the second derived subgroup or modulo the ideal fa



(or a2) by Theorem 6.1.1, in the modular case it indeed makes a difference; since,

as Theorem 6.1.2 shows, a possibly unwanted factor of. F'p' rvill appear as soon

as v/e choose to work modulo a2 rather than a2.

Thus, while in the integral case the reduction from a2 to fa and the identi-

fication

fn(1 afa*f'):'y*(F)F"

imply that the integral dimension subgroup conjecture is valid for the free meta-

belian group, this will not work in the modular case; for we have the following:

Theorem 6.L.3. The subgroups F n(1+fa*f" *p"f), F n(1+af +f"+p"f)
and F n (1 + a2 + fn + p"f) are equal to the subgroup pP"@) F'p' ^rn(F)F" , where

a(n) is the least integer such that p"@) u np"-r .

PROOF. Clearly the subgroup Fn"(')F'0"-yn(F).F" is contained in the other

subgroups; since Fn(1 aaf * f'+p'f) and.F n(1 + fa:Lf" *p"f) con-

tain F n (1 + az + fn * p'f), ii will sufrce to show that they are contained in

pp"(") F,p' jn(F)F,, ¡or the theorem to follow. Suppose w - 7 is an element of

fa* f' *p"f and let w: xlr...rþ flo' Clri where C¿¡ are Hall's basic com-

mutators. Applying the endomorphism of. ZF whichfixes z¿ and sends t¡ --+7

for i I j, we obtain the relation

*bi, - 1€ f'+p"n

because this endomorph.ism sends a to zero; b:ul Lazard's formula is valid for the

free group, so it foilorvs that cfr e Fp"("). Therefore v,e have that

Itrci;, - 1 € fa * f" + p'f .

i>i

But modulofa, Cb -t:-b(C -1) and (Cúz-1) = (Cr-1)+(C2-1),hence

Ðb¡(co¡ - 1) € fa * f" * p'f .

¿>1
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Look at ihis relation modulo fa * f3 I p"f ; then we have

Ðbr¡(r¡ efs +p"f
J

and by the independence of the basic Lie elements it follows that b2¡ a.re zero

modulo pu. Suppose rÌow, by the way of induction, that we have shown ö¿¡ to be

divisible by p" for i < k; then reading relation (1) for n: k, f 1 we get

Ðbo¡(r¡: u mod fÈ+1 + P"f
J

for some u € fa. This element is then of augmentation degree k and has the form

Ðt,¡a;¡(r¿ -t)n¡ where r¡ is a basic product of the (;,¡s for i < k; therefore,

by the iinear independence of basic products, no part of the left-hand side can

cancel into u and we must conclude that the ó¡¡ are divisible by p", too. This

completes the induction to shorv that .F' n (1 # fa t f" + p"f) is contained in
pp"(n) F,p" 1n(F).F,,; similarly, Ft'ì(1+af+f'+p"f) is contained in that subgroup,

rvhich is what we wanted to demonstrate. tr

Let us recall from Chapter III thal Lazard's formula is indeed valid for free

metabelian groups - a consequence of our generalization of Lazard's theorem

(see Corollary 3.2.4).

Having made these remarks, rÃ'e propose the following:

Problem. Identify dimension subgroups mod odd prime powers of metabelian

groups.

This is certainly the most important question we have not been able to

resolve; the methods we used were not powerful enough to reach beyond the

dimension 2p, and solving this problem will ver]¡ likely require a substantially

different approach.

There are several other questions that seem interesting; for instance, in

Chapter III we have investigated the relation between the Lie identities of an



algebra and the commutator laws in its group of units. Recall that our examples

to show that the unit group of a Lie centre-by-metabelian algebra need not be

centre-by-metabelian. are algebras of characteristic 2. Given the special signifi-

cance of the even prime for the centre-by-metabelian groups) we pose this

Problem. Is the group of units of a Lie centre-by-metabelian algebra over a

freld of characteristic other than 2 centre-by-metabelian?

Another point of interest is that our theorems 3.3.9 and 3.3.14 ,¡'hich as-

sert that a certain group is nilpotent-by-abelian do not give any bound on the

nilpotency class involved; it would be nice to have this information available.

Finall¡', recall that in Chapter IV we gave necessary conditions for a group

to fail the integral dimension subgroup conjecture for n : 4;

Problern. Are the conditions of Theorem 4.2.7 necessary and suffi.cient?

We hope these questions will be answered soon.
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